
In this special bulletin:

LARRY EDELSON, arguably the FIRST analyst to predict 
that oil prices would skyrocket from $17 in 2001 to $60 in 2006, now reveals… 

Three ways to invest
in oil DIRT CHEAP:
As little as 15 cents on the dollar!

From the desk of Martin D.  Weiss ,  Ph.D.
Editor in Chief,  SAFE MONEY REPORT

Dear Investor,

The information revealed in this independent research
report is at once startling, controversial, even fright-
ening... But that’s precisely what makes it so incredibly
valuable to you...

(Continued inside...)

# 3 OBSCURE STOCKS that let you own all 
the crude oil you want DIRT CHEAP: For as low 
as 15 cents on the dollar — just $6.82 a barrel…

# HOW TO QUADRUPLE YOUR MONEY
with these remarkably positioned companies… 
even if oil prices languish in the month’s ahead!

# WHY WALL STREET IS WRONG ABOUT OIL:
4 virtually unstoppable forces that will inexorably
drive oil to record highs in 2006 and beyond…

# PLUS: THE INSIDE SKINNY ON ALTERNATIVE
ENERGY: Including four more explosive ways 
to profit from peak oil in 2006!
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As early as 2001, Wall Street fat cats were ridiculing
Larry Edelson when he predicted that oil — which was
selling for a mere $17 per barrel — was destined to more
than TRIPLE to $60...

And they laughed out loud when Larry begged, even
pleaded, with anyone who’d listen to fill their portfo-
lios with the stocks of select energy companies — and
promised that those stocks would double and double again
in the years ahead... 

But the laughing stopped when oil prices doubled to $34
a barrel... and doubled again to $68. 

And you could have heard a pin drop when Larry’s energy
stocks left the lethargic Dow, S&P 500 and Nasdaq in the
dust.

Now, he’s uncovered three obscure oil companies with oil
reserves that are grossly undervalued, allowing you to
invest in crude oil for as little as 15 cents on the
dollar. His goal: To help you quadruple your money even
if oil prices languish.

Plus, he reveals four surprising reasons why he’s con-
vinced a new, even more dramatic phase of the great oil
boom has only just begun... and why oil prices are about
to double yet again.

Please read the report right away. The energy markets
could spike again any day now. Get the facts you need to
capitalize on what promises to be one of the most
breathtaking profit opportunities of our lifetimes.

Sincerely,

Martin D. Weiss, Ph. D
Editor in Chief, SAFE MONEY REPORT

P.S. I’ve made special arrangements
with Larry to release 4 more incredible
reports, at absolutely no cost to you,
that will help you to quickly cement
short term gains of 51%... 76%... as
much as 96.3% from these locked in mega
trends, but you must act now!



Dear Investor,

Big oil companies are swim-
ming in an ocean of cash — and
they’re doing what ALL compa-
nies do when they hit a huge cash
jackpot: They’re hungrily eyeing a
select handful of smaller compa-
nies as takeover targets!

I don’t have to tell you what
that means: Once a company is in
play, the bidding war begins —
and the share price of that com-
pany typically skyrockets.

Result: I believe that gives us
the ultimate opportunity to rake in
huge windfall profits — over and
over again in the months ahead as
energy prices continue to soar.

Heck, even in the unlikely
event that I’m wrong about oil
prices, merger mania in the oil
patch could still multiply your
money — provided you’ve got a
stake in the right targets.

Those who get in early, and
understand how to trade the wave
stand to potentially make a LOT
of money. But I’ve got to tell you
— scores of investors are going to
be disappointed because they own
or buy the WRONG energy stocks.

These people plough their

hard-earned money into just about
any oil and gas stock that comes
along, and they figure they’ll
automatically make money hand
over fist.

But that’s not how the energy
markets work. Oil is a lot like
mining, which I also know very
well. There are plenty of pitfalls
to avoid.

I’m talking about companies
that always sell their future pro-

duction ahead of time — at
today’s prices. No matter how
high prices go, you don’t make
more money because they’ve
already cashed out at lower
prices…

Or companies that are already
so darn big, diversified — and
inefficient — any further growth
is likely to be at a snail’s pace…
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) Larry has been actively involved in
the energy, precious metals and natural
resource investment markets for nearly three decades.

) In 1982, Larry founded International Commodity Services,
Inc., an international commodity brokerage firm with agency
offices in Hamburg, Munich, Düsseldorf and Osaka, Japan.

) For almost the past decade, Larry has been in charge of
the natural resource portfolio for investor advocate Dr. Martin
D. Weiss, editor in chief of the wildly popular investment
newsletter Safe Money Report.

) Larry’s analysis of energy, natural resources, and precious
metals is frequently sought out by the Financial Times of London,
Bloomberg, CBS MarketWatch and other major media outlets.

This “375-Million-Dollar 
Natural Resource Trader”
is UNIQUELY QUALIFIED to help 
YOU grow richer in 2006-2007!

Meet Lawrence S. Edelson — Editor, REAL WEALTH Report:

Three ways to invest
in oil DIRT CHEAP:
As little as 15 cents on the dollar!

Please Turn…



Or companies that are
NEVER going to be an acquisi-
tion target. They’re too busy
spending your money buying up
everyone else.

That’s why I want to lead you
by the hand to three RED-HOT
takeover targets that I feel could
easily bring you triple-digit gains
this year.

That’s what I do for you with
my brand-new, hot-off-the-press
investment guide: The Next BIG-
OIL Takeover Targets.

I’m convinced that once you
experience the gains available to
you right now in these red hot

energy markets you’re going to be
chomping at the bit for more.
That’s why I want to rush this
truly valuable new report to you,
absolutely FREE!

In your copy of The Next
BIG-OIL Takeover Targets I give
you the complete skinny on how
to make a killing by getting in on
3 imminent oil industry merger
targets that are percolating under
the radar right now.

In this compelling new special
report — available in limited
quantities right now — I docu-
ment ALL of the reasons why the
900 pound gorillas in oil are hell

bent for leather when it comes to
buying up existing reserves…

And why the companies I
identify for you in my new report
are like beautiful blushing brides
in waiting…

Blushing Bride #1
Buy This Stock NOW, and

Lock In Sweet Crude Oil at
Just $6.82 a Barrel!

This beauty’s got over 2.4
BILLION barrels of oil-equivalent
reserves distributed across 12 dif-
ferent countries. It has a sparkling
balance sheet that’s a gem to
behold, hardly any long-term
debt, and a dowry that’s a veri-

3 ways to invest in oil DIRT CHEAP: As little as 15 cents on the dollar!

The Dow Jones Industrial Average
climbed just 11% between May

2004, and May 2006.

By contrast, Larry Edelson’s REAL
WEALTH energy recommendations
have rocketed ahead as much as
96.3%! Furthermore, his average
winning energy recommendation
generated an impressive 42.8%
gain, while the average losing

energy investment produced only 
a 15.7% loss. And overall, his net
portfolio return during that time
was an impressive 39%.

PLUS, with the energy markets
starting to heat up, 40 of his 46 
recommended positions that are
still open are profitable, with an
average return of 71.5%!

Investments That Could Make You up to 96.3% RICHER!

The amazing news is, these gains are likely to be just 
a drop in the bucket compared to what’s in store.
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* Of course, depending on the actual price investors got in, and the commission they paid, actual returns could vary for better, or worse.

Investment Open Close Gain *
BHP Billiton Ltd $15.70 $30.36 96.3%
McDermott International $13.00 $24.68 89.8%
Parmian Basin Royalty Trust $09.16 $13.00 51.0%
Evergreen Solar $03.80 $06.70 76.3%
Knightsbridge Tankers $21.00 $28.67 38.5%
Inergy LP $23.74 $30.77 37.2%
Centennial Coal Co. Ltd. $01.90 $03.15 65.7%
Questar Corp. $45.38 $70.15 56.0%



table treasure chest of cash.

But here’s the clincher: At the
current share price, this well-
managed company’s reserves
are effectively being valued at a
mere $6.82 a barrel, a measly 15
cents on the dollar!

You can bet your bottom
dollar one of the big oil giants is
likely to take a run at this shining
star any day now. And when that
happens, I figure you’ll be grin-
ning ear to ear if you’re on board. 

Blushing Bride #2
Laugh All the Way 
to the Gas Pump 

at 20 Cents on the Dollar!

The second blushing bride
you’ll discover in your FREE
copy of The Next BIG-OIL
Takeover Targets is an extremely
well-managed producer with 2.1
BILLION barrels of oil and oil-
equivalent reserves.

This company’s total market
value — at $31 billion — is puny
in comparison to the value of its
robust reserves. At $64 a barrel
they’re easily worth $134 BIL-
LION. Grab a piece of them for
just 20 cents on the dollar.

But act fast because things
could heat up quick. This stock
could turn into a gushing geyser
of wealth at any moment, and the
only way to enjoy it is to have a
stake.

Blushing Bride #3
This Earnings Powerhouse

Could Be a Triple… 
Even If It Wasn’t 

a Takeover Target!

The third blushing bride I
introduce to you in your FREE

copy of The Next BIG-OIL
Takeover Targets is aggressive in
exploration — one of the few pro-
ducers adding significant reserves.
The company boasts 1.2 BIL-
LION barrels and SIX consecutive
years of record cash flow per
share.

This company has very low
debt, and a management team
that’s proven it can consistently
enrich shareholder value over the
long term. Best of all, it’s selling at
a bargain compared to its earnings.

The bidding could go
extremely hot and heavy for this
one. I expect the shares will go
berserk!

Don’t let a single blade of
grass grow under your feet.
Investing in this company’s shares
right now is literally like buying
precious black gold for just 25
cents on the dollar.

My view: All three of these
stocks are a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to bank truly extraor-
dinary profits, and there’s so
much more I need to tell you
about them in The Next BIG-
OIL Takeover Targets.

In a moment, I’ll tell you
exactly how get your free copy.
But first, let me explain a few

important facts you need to
know…

Washington and 
Wall Street Are Wrong,

Wrong, WRONG about Oil!

Last weekend, I tuned into one
of those investment shows on
cable TV… only to hear a panel
of self-proclaimed experts
agreeing that oil prices have
“topped out.”

Why? “It’s simple,” they said.
“When oil gets this high, Amer-
ican consumers begin conserving
oil and gas. So prices fall.”

I couldn’t believe my ears!
Not one of them even mentioned
three glaring, but apparently
“inconvenient” facts:

Fact #1. The demand explo-
sion that’s driving oil prices
through the roof isn’t coming
from the United States! So
there’s NO WAY domestic con-
servation could lower prices
from today’s levels.

Fact #2. The monumental
new demand that’s driving oil
prices into the stratosphere is
from China and India — two
nations whose combined popu-
lation is over EIGHT TIMES
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Please Turn…

The Next BIG-OIL 
Take-Over Targets
— A $79 Value, 

Yours FREE!



LARGER than ours, and whose
economies are growing TWO
TO THREE TIMES FASTER!

Fact #3. American con-
sumers have NOT even begun to
conserve oil and gas. They’re
STILL using more and more
each day.

And so I changed channels —
only to see an administration
spokesperson vowing, “The worst
is over. Oil prices have peaked and
will decline for the rest of 2006.”

ABSOLUTE POPPYCOCK!

You have to ask yourself: Why
are Washington and Wall Street
cranking up their PR machines

and doing their dead-level best to
convince consumers and investors
that oil prices will fall?

My answer: Because if
investors knew how high oil
prices are likely to go in the
months ahead, the rest of the
stock market would crash and
burn. And if voters had any idea
of what’s in store, they’d throw
the scoundrels out of office in a
heartbeat!

Indeed, I count FOUR
irrefutable reasons why the ONLY
intelligent bet to make on oil and
energy now is on soaring prices as
far as the eye can see…

Reason #1:
One Word, Five Letters:

C-H-I-N-A

Unlike many analysts who
choose to pontificate from the
ivory towers of Wall Street, I per-
sonally travel the world’s natural
resource investment hotspots to
see what’s happening with my
own eyes, and on my own dime.

On a recent trip behind the
Great Wall, I had the rare privi-
lege of meeting privately with one
of the top banking officials in
China. I learned, first hand, how
the Chinese government is man-
aging the country’s banking prob-
lems… what they plan on doing
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A surprising capitalist u-turn in Communist China 
has spawned a modernization miracle… 

and bottomless demand for oil and energy!
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China is quickly closing the gap on U.S. Economic Output, 
and slurping up every last drop of oil it can get it’s hands on. 

The stocks I cover for you in this bulletin are almost certain to go ballistic!



with the country’s currency, the
yuan… and most importantly the
inside skinny on the country’s
energy needs.

Since 1979, China has opened
its economy, gradually privatizing
state owned enterprises… estab-
lishing Special Economic Zones
with tax incentives to attract for-
eign investment… lifting price
controls… and abolishing credit
quotas in the banking sector…

And as a result, China’s
economy has been consistently
growing THREE TIMES
FASTER than ours!

In just the last few years, 224
MILLION Chinese peasants have
descended upon the cities and
taken jobs, creating the most
explosive increases in per-capita
income the world has ever known!

And this mass migration has
barely begun: China’s economy is
still only 36 percent urbanized —
and it already scarfs down a third
of the world’s steel… gobbles up
half of the world’s cement… and
guzzles more oil than any country
except the U.S.

But China’s capitalist
economy continues to accelerate
like a jet-fueled dragster — and
according to Guangming Daily,
the percentage of Chinese citizens
living in urban areas is expected
to climb from 36% to 60% as
early as 2025!

According to government esti-
mates, an additional 600 MIL-
LION new capitalists will pour
into the nation’s 660 cities…
instantly transforming at least 200
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““MMaannyy  AAmmeerriiccaannss  bbeelliieevvee  
tthhee  CChhiinneessee  aarree  aallll  ppuulllliinngg  rriicckksshhaawwss……

WWhen President Bush visited China in 1975 as a
young man, China had few, if any, wealthy

people. I still remember the images on TV of Bush ped-
aling around Beijing on a bicycle, amazed at the sea of
Chinese workers dressed in blue or green. Not one of
them owned a car, or a home.

On a recent trip to Bei-
jing, Bush saw streets
crammed with cars,
including high-end road-
sters and gas guzzling
luxury cars. So many
BMWs in fact, that BMW
plans to open an entire
factory there later this
year!

Housing has boomed as well. When Bush first came
to China, only a few Chinese in the Communist Party
upper echelon lived in luxury. Today, every major city
sports gated communities fit for kings and modeled
after those in the United States.

The resulting demand for energy is pushing China
aggressively into the world oil markets, skyrocketing
demand and stretching already fragile global supplies
to the max… CCrruuddee  ooiill  pprriiccee  iinnccrreeaasseess,,  aanndd  sseelleecctt
eenneerrggyy  ssttoocckk  sshhaarree  pprriiccee  eexxpplloossiioonnss  hhaavvee  oonnllyy
jjuusstt  bbeegguunn!!””

Don’t miss out on the biggest oil and energy boom
of your lifetime. 

Send for your 
FREE investment 
guides TODAY!

“When China’s leader Deng Xiaoping said,

‘To get rich is glorious,’
I don’t think he imagined this…”

—Zeng Xiangquan, a labor economist at People’s University.

Please Turn…

A 
$158 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!



of those cities into major metrop-
olises. And thousands more sec-
ondary cities will spring up out of
nowhere to dot the landscape as
far as the eye can see.

Multiply that by rising living
standards and look at what you
get:

Hundreds of millions of Chi-
nese entering the modern world
for the first time…

Each one of them becoming
a new wage-earner and a new
consumer…

And each one placing 
enormous new demands on the

world’s natural resources…
particularly precious supplies of
energy and oil!

So even in the unlikely event
that 300 million U.S. consumers
could somehow reduce their con-
sumption of energy, it would be a
drop in the ocean compared to the
truly gargantuan new demand of
nearly ONE BILLION Chinese —
all clamoring for their share of the
21st Century lifestyle.

Think about what that means
as China’s energy demand sky-
rockets to power hundreds of
thousands of new factories and
other businesses… thousands of

new government buildings… hun-
dreds of thousands of new apart-
ments, condominiums and private
homes… plus millions of cars,
trucks, buses, motorcycles, trains,
cargo ships and airplanes!

Fact is, China has already
trumped the U.S. in terms of con-
sumer consumption of common
household items like TV sets,
refrigerators and air condi-
tioners… and it’s catching up rap-
idly with PCs.

Plus, now…

China is going CAR CRAZY!

There are currently less than
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CChina has long recognized
its vulnerability toward

oil supply disruption and
implemented numerous poli-
cies to stunt the rapid growth
of consumption, but it’s a
loosing battle.

And with the massive
trade surplus China has been
enjoying with the U.S. (cur-
rency reserves are pushing 
$1 TRILLION), money is now
no object.

Government officials
recently conceded the des-
perate need for a strategic oil
reserve safety net, and turned
on the spigots in late 2005 on
the first of four massive

strategic oil reserve storage
facilities.

When completed and
filled, the four SPR bases will
hold up to 150 million barrels
of stockpiled crude, or about
a 30-day emergency safety
net of oil supply.

Between now and 2010,
Chinese officials hope to qui-
etly extend the safety margin

to a 40-day supply without
touching off a bidding war
with rival nations. Good luck!

Investors who lock in the
right positions now stand to
make huge gains in select oil
and alternative energy stocks
as these events unfold.

Pile on potentially 
HUGE gains as 

Asian oil demand soars! 
Grab your FREE 

investment guides NOW!

China is only now building 
its first strategic oil reserves!

A 
$158 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!



30 million cars on Chinese roads.
That’s scarcely 1.6 cars for every
1,000 citizens. In contrast, in the
United States, there are 467 autos
per 1,000 citizens — over 290
times more per capita.

But now, China is catching up,
and fast! More than 22,000 new
cars are hitting the Chinese pave-
ment EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR!

China’s demand for new cars
is WHITE HOT — and I am NOT
talking just bottom-of-the-line
mini-cars: Many people in China
are also buying some of the
biggest, flashiest, gas guzzlers
they can lay their hands on.

China’s explosive economic
growth is creating entire armies of
new millionaires. And whether
they made their money in com-
puter chips or real estate, they
have one thing in common: They
CRAVE the status that luxury cars
offer them.

According to Dr. Joachim
Schmidt, head of global sales and
marketing at Mercedes, the
German automaker already has
136,000 cars on the road in China
— and 80 percent of them are the
big, top-of-the-line S-Class gas-
guzzlers!

Just 12 years ago,
China was a net exporter 

of oil. Today it imports 
more than 3 million barrels

EVERY DAY!

Let’s put that in perspective.

1) The U.S. consumes about
25 barrels of oil for every man,
woman and child in the country.
China, on the other hand, con-
sumes only about 1.6 barrels
per person.

2) If China’s per-person oil
consumption equaled just 15%
of America’s, Chinese demand
would have to jump nearly
240%… to more than 5 billion
barrels per year.

3) To reach just 25% of
America’s consumption, Chi-
nese demand would jump more
than 400%. to about 8.4 million
barrels per year.

4) And for China to consume
as much oil per person as
America does, China’s oil
demand would have to jump an
eye-popping one-thousand, six
hundred percent… to 33.6 BIL-
LION BARRELS per year!

That’s 2 billion barrels 
more than the ENTIRE world

consumes today!

Will it happen? Not likely in
our lifetime. Because long before
China’s per capita demand
reaches even half of our own, the
price of oil will go so high nobody
could afford it!

But China’s great industrial
revolution has at least another 20
years to go. Its rapacious appetite
for energy is insatiable. This kind
of explosive demand from a
nation of 1.3 billion people can
only mean one thing: An explo-
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Please Turn…

“A virtually unstoppable 
mega trend like this 

happens literally once 
in a lifetime!”

CASH IN by 
sending for your 
FREE investment 
guides TODAY!

A 
$158 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!



sion in oil prices — and in select
oil and alternative energy stocks
— for years to come…

… Along with positively stun-
ning profit opportunities that will
make even the most fabulous for-
tunes of the gilded age of Amer-
ican industrialism look like
chump change.

And this time, you won’t even
have to leave your living room to
cash in!

Reason #2
China DOUBLED

In any other time, this mind-
boggling new demand from China
would be more than enough to turn
anyone into a raging energy bull.

But these are NOT normal
times!

The fact is, China has a huge
competitor in its race into the 21st
Century: India — and its ONE
BILLION citizens!

That’s more than THREE
TIMES MORE CONSUMERS
than we have in the US — and
India’s economy is growing more

than TWICE AS FAST AS OURS!

The most recent analysis by
The Economist’s Intelligence Unit
estimates the Indian economy
grew at the blistering pace of
7.3% in 2005 — and will experi-
ence growth that’s more than
DOUBLE that of the U.S. in
2006-07!

Modern India is emerging as a
technological leader with an abun-
dance of English-speaking, highly
educated, talented people… and a
democratic government that’s
opening up quickly to modern
capitalism.

Like China, India is experi-
encing a dramatic rebirth as a
thriving, vital society, with new
superhighways circling the sub-
continent, with massive urbaniza-
tion already underway, and
explosive new demands for con-
sumer goods of all description.

Small car sales are zipping
along at a 17% growth rate. But
an even more astounding number
is the growth in luxury car sales
— literally ZOOMING at a rate

of 28% per year.

The $250,000 price tag for
top-end Mercedes models doesn’t
seem to scare the Indian buyers
any more than it does the Chinese.
They also crave racy models like
Ferraris and Aston Martins,
scheduled for launch in the
country later this year.

The ballooning Indian middle
class — 330 million strong and
growing — is gorging itself on
consumer goods — not just cars
and appliances, but also air travel.

Last year, the state-owned
domestic carrier, Indian Airlines,
inked a $2.3 billion deal to
replace its entire fleet in one fell
swoop, ordering 43 new jets from
Europe’s Airbus. Reason: The
number of airline passengers is
projected to more than TRIPLE
over the next five years, from 14
million to around 50 million.

With all this surging domestic
demand, another major industry in
India is also poised for massive
expansion: STEEL.

Steel makers are hopping to

10 3 ways to invest in oil DIRT CHEAP: As little as 15 cents on the dollar!

India’s exploding steel industry 
Is set to soak up oil 

like a parched sponge…
Load up on the investments
I’ve identified for you in my
latest report, The Next BIG Oil
Takeover Targets and 
laugh all the way to 
the gas pump in 2006.

A 
$79 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!



keep up with the construction
boom for highways, bridges, and
hotels. They’re racing to feed
enough steel for superbooms in
cities like Calcutta, New Delhi,
Mumbai, and Bangalore. And the
pace promises to quicken as India
pumps $15 billion into over-
hauling its infrastructure over the
next few years.

Now get this: A staggering
71% of the Indian population of
1.1 BILLION has yet to enter the
modern economy! As this huge
mass of new consumers are
assimilated into the 21st century,
the demands they’ll place on the
world’s fragile energy supply bog-
gles the imagination!

A Red-Hot, Three-Way Bid-
ding War Has Already

Begun: For Every Drop of
Available Oil

A great 3-way race for energy
is now emerging among China,
India and the U.S. — a competi-
tion that promises to send select
energy stocks soaring… and
potentially making nimble
investors like you very wealthy.

China is already trying to eat
Uncle Sam’s energy lunch by
investing billions of dollars glob-
ally to secure oil in Africa, the
Middle East, Canada, Eastern
Europe, and South America.

And India, which has repeat-
edly gotten stepped on by China,
is anxiously looking for a chance
to stomp all over China’s toes…

ONGC Videsh, the overseas
investment arm of India’s
largest oil-and-gas producer,
was on the verge of clinching an
11% stake in a rich Sudanese oil

field. But before the deal sealed,
the China National Petroleum
Group (CNPC) swooped in with
an offer that was reportedly
17% higher and snatched the oil
prize for Beijing.

ONGC Videsh also lost out
to CNPC, which outgunned its
Indian rival for PetroKaza-
khstan with a $4.18 billion bid.

Another Chinese oil com-
pany, China National Overseas

Oil Corp (CNOOC), purchased
the Apko field in Nigeria for
$2.27 billion, outbidding India’s
state-owned Oil & Natural Gas
Corp.

Just when India thought it
had a gas pipeline deal with
Myanmar, China muscled it’s
way in and offered the South-
east Asian country a better deal.

As you can see, so far the
score is China 5, India zip. But
India isn’t crying uncle. It’s
making its biggest gambit yet
with a billion-dollar entry into
Canada’s oil sands that’s got the
Chinese scrambling again.

And despite its earlier loss in
Kazakhstan, India isn’t giving up
there, either. India’s state-run Oil
& Natural Gas Corp. is trying to
outflank China’s CNOOC with a
$2 billion bid for a Kazakhstan oil
producer.

Until recently, while India and
China have been racing around
the planet signing deals, the
biggest U.S. oil companies have
been taking an afternoon nap.

Now that’s changing too:
American companies are waking
up and entering the game with
guns blazing. They need the
reserves badly. And they’re flush
with huge amounts of cash to buy
them up.

I’m not talking just about
ExxonMobil that recently raked in
$10.7 billion in profits, the largest
for any company in the history of
the world. The latest numbers
show that overall, oil industry
profits are running at an annual
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Corporate greed
and one-upmanship
can make you RICH!
I’ve seen raiders pay HUGE
premiums time and time
again when merger mania
hits, driving the acquired
company’s stock into the
stratosphere. The targets I’ve
identified in your FREE
investment guide TThhee  NNeexxtt
BBIIGG  OOiill  TTaakkeeoovveerr  TTaarrggeettss
are ripe for the picking.

Continued on page 14…
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12 3 ways to invest in oil DIRT CHEAP: As little as 15 cents on the dollar!

The small, bearded figure
in a trademark dilapi-

dated gray suit gloatingly
steps up to the podium to
deliver the Iranian people’s
scheduled dose of rancorous
anti U.S. rhetoric. All he
needs to do is cut off Iranian
oil supplies to the West he
says, and he can create finan-
cial turmoil the likes of which
the infidels have never
known…

IItt  ccoouulldd  hhaappppeenn  ssoo  ffaasstt
iitt  wwoouulldd  mmaakkee  yyoouurr  hheeaadd
ssppiinn……  and it will happen if
the UN Security Council
imposes sanctions against
Iran for nuclear treaty non
compliance… or if the US or
Israel make a pre emptive
military strike to take out
Iranian nukes before they
“go live” later this year.

What’s more…

Ahmadinejad’s pride and joy,
a new 223-mph torpedo
(developed with stolen
Russian technology), has just
been successfully tested it in
the Strait of Hormuz. This is
the narrow, four-mile cor-
ridor between Iran and
Oman through which every
single tanker leaving the Per-
sian Gulf must pass ... the
single most vital “choke
point” on the planet... the
one strategic location that if
disrupted, could sink the
global economy… because
fully 40% of the world’s oil
supply must pass through it.
And yet, it sits right in the
bowels of Iran.

Indeed, the Supreme
Commander of Iran’s Islamic
Revolutionary Guard, Major
General Yahya Rahim Safavi,
called the Strait of Hormuz
the “economic lifeline” of
the West and said Iran could
use it as a vehicle for
wreaking economic havoc.

YYeeaarrss  ooff  UU..SS..  ggoovveerrnn--
mmeenntt  eenneerrggyy  ppoolliiccyy  
ccoommppllaacceennccyy,,  aanndd  aaddddiicc--
ttiioonn  ttoo  MMiiddddllee  EEaasstteerrnn  ooiill
tthhrreeaatteenn  ttoo  ppuutt  AAmmeerriiccaann
ssoollddiieerrss  iinn  hhaarrmm’’ss  wwaayy,,
AAGGAAIINN!!

“The war in Iraq 
is going from good 

to better…””

Osama bin Laden’s state-
ment broadcast by al-Jazeera
television on April 23 showed
the al-Qaeda chief in top
rhetorical form, as he
expressed his deep satisfac-
tion with the advancement
of jihad in Iraq… and the
great lessons learned there
over the past 33 months.

Iraq is sitting on 115 bil-
lion barrels of proven
reserves. It pumped 3.5 mil-
lion barrels per day (bpd) of
oil before the first Gulf War.
Now, it can barely muster an
estimated 1.7 million bpd,
according to the Oil & Gas
Journal, with only 1.1 million
of that exported.

AAss  ccoonnddiittiioonnss  iinn  IIrraaqq
ddeetteerriioorraattee,,  ppiippeelliinneess  aarree
bblloowwnn  uupp  ssoo  oofftteenn  tthheeyy’’rree
bbeeccoommiinngg  ddiiffffiiccuulltt  ttoo
ppaattcchh..  OOvveerr  aanndd  oovveerr

Just one more madman in an ever lengthening line up of fundamentalist 
fanatics hell bent on interrupting the flow of precious black gold to the west…

Ex-prison executioner Mahmoud Ahmadinejad… 
Now Iran’s nuke happy, Jew hating lunatic president
thinks he’s on a mission from God!
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aaggaaiinn,,  tthheeyy  ggeett  hhiitt..
RReeppeeaatteeddllyy,,  rreeppaaiirr
wwoorrkkeerrss  rruusshh  iinn..

Of course public enemy #1
would like nothing more
than to inflict further
damage on the already deli-
cate supply of oil out of the
Middle East by putting the
“lessons” learned in Iraq to
work at the central bank of
oil, Saudi Arabia.

According to Saudi Ara-
bian terrorist expert Dr. Saad
al-Faqih, the jihadis had previ-
ously avoided targeting the
Saudi royals because they
feared a secular takeover in
the event of the sudden
downfall of the House of
Saud. In the past, bin Laden
was quoted as saying that if
the House of Saud is removed,
the country will fall into the
hands of secular forces.

But now, bin Laden has
reached the conclusion that
the sudden collapse of the
regime will either invite for-
eign interference or chaos.
Both scenarios are now
viewed favorably, based on
the great lessons learned in
the theater of Iraq. IInn  ffaacctt
tthhee  jjiihhaaddiiss  wwoouulldd  wweellccoommee
aann  AAmmeerriiccaann  iinnvvaassiioonn,,
kknnoowwiinngg  ffuullll  wweellll  tthhaatt  iitt
wwiillll  pprroovviiddee  aa  mmaassssiivvee
rreeccrruuiittmmeenntt  ooppppoorrttuunniittyy
ffoorr  tthheemm,,  aass  iitt  hhaass  iinn  IIrraaqq..

And if the infrastructure
carnage in Iraq is any indica-
tion, the impact on global oil
supplies would be devastating.
Saudi Arabia exports more oil
than Iran and Iraq combined!

For these reasons, interna-
tional counter terrorist
experts now believe Al-Qaida
is realigning its operations
toward an all out effort to
destabilize the Saudi regime,
because they know American
dependency on Saudi oil
means US military interven-
tion would soon follow…

“Addiction to oil is a matter
of National Security!”

Meanwhile, since taking
office in 2001, the Bush admin-
istration has spent an esti-
mated one to three trillion
dollars on invasions and occu-
pations to combat terror, and
secure vital flows of foreign oil.

The economic result has
been the accumulation of a
mountain of treacherous
debt, now totaling an
unfathomable $108,000 for
every family of 4 in the
nation, and a corresponding

precipitous 25% fall in the
dollar against the Euro.

CClleeaarrllyy  tthhee  ccuurrrreenntt
rreeaaccttiioonn  ttoo  tthhee  pprroobblleemm  ooff
ggrroowwiinngg  ddeeppeennddeennccee  oonn
ffoorreeiiggnn  ooiill  ((ttooddaayy  AAmmeerriiccaa
iimmppoorrttss  6600%%  ooff  iitt’’ss  ooiill,,  uupp
ffrroomm  2255%%  jjuusstt  2200  yyeeaarrss
aaggoo))  iiss  pprroovviinngg  iinnffeeaassiibbllee
aanndd  uunnssuussttaaiinnaabbllee..

With each inevitable up
tick in the price of oil it
becomes increasingly obvious
the time has finally come for
massive inflows of capital to
begin flooding into alterna-
tive energy markets, and
make no mistake, some of
the record profits the big oil
companies have been raking
in are already ear marked.

Peak Oil is so close in fact,
that in the very near future a
sustained commitment of
effort on a wartime scale
toward the development of
these alternative fuels is a vir-
tual certainty. TThhee  oonnllyy  qquueess--
ttiioonn  iiss  WWIILLLL  YYOOUU  PPRROOFFIITT??

Select alternative energy stocks
have already handed us quick
gains of up to 76.3%!

Get in on the ground floor with
the select alternative energy plays
I’m counting on to hand you triple
digit profits as a tidal wave of new
alternative energy investment hits!

Claim a Second FREE investment guide,
Alternative Energy Breakout TODAY!



rate of $70.8 billion — nearly
THREE TIMES HIGHER than the
average over the previous five
years!

Now that these sleeping oil
giants are wide awake, the race
for black gold is fast and furious,
with each player trying to elbow
its way to the trough and slurp up
every last drop of oil it can.

What do you think this
feeding frenzy is going to do to
oil and energy stocks?

If you said, “They’ll go BAL-
LISTIC!”… go to the head of the
class because you’re right.

Reason #3
Skyrocketing Demand Is

Only the HALF of the Story

While demand for energy is
destined to continue skyrocketing
for years to come, the Earth’s sup-
plies are running dangerously low.

Industry experts estimate
there are only about 1 trillion 
barrels of oil left in the earth.
Of that, 45% — just 450 billion

barrels — are believed to be of
the quality needed to be effi-
ciently refined into gasoline.

The vast majority of Middle-
Eastern oil is too high in sulfur.
Much of the low-grade Russian

shale oil is so hard and tar-like, you
could build a house out of the stuff.

Meanwhile, supplies have
gotten so tight, industry spin-doc-
tors are now calling the Alberta
“tar sands” the new silver bullet
that’s going to solve all of our
energy problems. Don’t believe it
for a minute. The tar sands are
just a speed bump on the way to a
full-blown crisis.

Even WITHOUT the inevitable
consumption explosion we’ve
talked about, the world is sched-
uled to run out of all known oil
reserves in about 35 years!

Some undeniable, powerful
and virtually unchangeable facts:

14 3 ways to invest in oil DIRT CHEAP: As little as 15 cents on the dollar!

Some people believe the
ultimate solution to our

energy problems is the
Alberta Oil Sands. I wish it
were true! They used to be
called “tar sands”, now
they’re called “oil sands”, but
they’re really deposits of
bitumen, a tar-like viscous oil.
And bitumen is not the magic
pot at the end of the rainbow
many people think it is…

The problem? While
Alberta’s oil sands deposits
may indeed contain lots of oil,
about two tons of sand must
be dug up, heated and refined
to make a single barrel. Not

only is that very expensive and
environmentally unfriendly, it’s
also energy intensive. In fact, it
takes the equivalent of 1
barrel of oil (natural gas is the
most common fuel) to boil 3
barrels of oil out of those two
tons of sand.

The real return on invest-
ment is less than half of a
deep-water oil field, even at
current prices, yet tens of bil-
lions of dollars are already
fueling development. With
that amount of money
flowing into the sands, esca-
lating oil prices are a dead
lock cinch in the months
ahead. TThhee  oonnllyy  qquueessttiioonn
iiss..  WWiillll  YYOOUU  pprrooffiitt??

Send for 
Your FREE 
Investment 
Guides 
TODAY!

“With tens of billions of dollars now flowing into the sands,

you can bet your bottom dollar 
oil prices are headed for the moon!”

Continued from page 11…

A 
$158 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!



# Already, the world’s oil
fields are pumping at nearly
100% of their capacity: The
Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) has
hit its limit to produce light, sweet
crude — the preferred grade of oil
used to make gasoline. They have
more oil, but not the low-sulfur
oil the world is thirsty for!

# Oil refineries here in the
U.S. and abroad have hit a stone
wall: Already industry experts
expect global supply to exceed
global demand by a staggering 1
billion barrels a day. But it will
take years for new drilling,
refining and transportation
capacity to come on stream.

# Many of the world’s oil-
fields and pipelines are in
politically unstable regions,
with some frequently destroyed
by violent attacks. This is
causing oil companies to proceed
very slowly and carefully, or not
at all. preferring to grow through
acquisition.

Bottom line: There are less
than 2,500 rigs drilling for new oil
in the world today, less than half
as many as there were in 1981.

Reason #4:
65% of Global Oil Reserves 

Are Under Siege

I don’t have to tell you that
geopolitical tensions are huge and
growing.

The cultural disconnect
between the radical Islam and
Western worlds is also widening
daily.

Indeed, a major revolution is
sweeping the Muslim world, and
Wall Street is largely ignoring it.

They seem to forget that the same
lands that are being rocked by
violence is also the ground that
harbors the world’s largest
reserves of crude oil.

The Persian Gulf countries,
where most of the world’s oil
reserves are concentrated, are
especially vulnerable: Iran is on a
collision course with the West
over its nuclear program. Saudi
Arabia’s oil facilities, the largest
in the world, are routinely attacked
by terrorists. And nearly all oil
production in the region could be
in jeopardy if Iraq slides down the
slippery slope of civil war.

We see the same pattern in
Nigeria, one of America’s largest
oil suppliers. We see it happening
in Ecuador and Venezuela. Every-
where, revolutionaries and terror-
ists are transforming oil into their
economic weapon of choice. 

After you’ve filled your port-
folio with my top oil-patch

takeover targets for 2006, you’ll
be ready for my alternative energy
plays that are heating up right
behind oil.

And I’m going to help you do
just that — by including a second
valuable report called Alternative
Energy Breakout — an additional
$79 value, absolutely FREE!

Why? Because with oil prices
headed through the ozone, I have
no doubt money is going to
finally start flowing into alterna-
tive energy like crazy.

In the days when you could
fill up your SUV without putting
a second mortgage on your house,
nobody wanted to invest in alter-
native energy schemes.

But now that’s changing
quickly.

The world’s supply of oil is
running out! The United States
depends more on foreign oil than
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Please Turn…

The war on Terror, the U.S.
occupation of Iraq, nuclear

renegades in Iran, terrorism,
and a Middle East peace
process that’s been killed by
the rise of Hamas are destabi-
lizing financial and political
systems globally.

All of these escalating tensions represent a daily threat to
Middle Eastern oil flows the West has become dangerously
dependant on…

OIL: The New Terrorist
Weapon of Choice!



ever before in history! And almost
two thirds of America’s oil
imports come from some of the
least stable oil producing nations!

So there’s now a massive push
from all sides — from corpora-
tions to the President of the
United States — to finally reduce
America’s dependence on oil,
especially foreign oil. And there’s
a multi-trillion-dollar shift in the
making toward alternative energy
sources.

The biggest push, though,
comes neither from CEOs nor
government leaders. It comes
from MONEY: The higher crude
oil goes, the more money you’re
going to see RUSHING into alter-
native energy.

And in the years ahead, I see
nowhere for the price of crude to
go but up. That’s why I see alter-
native energy taking center stage
very soon.

And that’s also why I want to
rush you a copy of Alternative
Energy Breakout post haste.

In it, I reveal the new funda-
mentals that are driving a rebirth
in alternative energy. I give you
the low-down on the powerful
political pressures now building…
and I reveal the full story on

exciting new improvements that
are boosting efficiency and cost
competitiveness in all forms of
alternative energy: Solar. Wind.
Nuclear. Hydroelectic. Biomass.

I’ll name the companies I’m
recommending now… show you
why I’m convinced that each one
is destined to spin off gains of
50%… 80%… 100% and more in
the months ahead… and give you
my trademark strategies for mini-
mizing your risks while maxi-
mizing your gains!

These concise, no-nonsense,
plain English guides to the next
big oil take over plays and alter-
native energy investments — jam-
packed with insights to help you
grow richer in 2006 and beyond
— normally sell for $79 each —
$158 for both…

…But it’s so crucial 
that you act on 

these recommendations 
immediately, I’ve arranged

for you to get both 
of these revealing reports,

absolutely FREE!

Once you’ve seen and acted
on my world-beating oil and alter-
native energy stock recommenda-
tions for 2006 — you’re going to
want a way to stay on top of my
“buy” and “sell” recommenda-

tions for the next year, and you’ll
need a regular source of special-
ized news, analysis and invest-
ment commentary specifically
targeted to maximizing the explo-
sive profits available to you right
now in the oil and alternative
energy markets.

That’s why I created my
REAL WEALTH system com-
prised of a full compliment of
powerful moneymaking, money
saving investment tools.

When you subscribe, you’ll
get monthly issues of my REAL
WEALTH REPORT by mail —
the backbone of my Real Wealth
system.

Each issue brings you…

Unambiguous, no-nonsense,
totally objective “Buy”, “Sell”
and “Hold” signals for every
investment in your Real
Wealth portfolio — explicit
investment recommendations
designed to help you double,
triple or even quadruple your
money in 2006-2007. You’ll
never see bias creep into my
stock picks… and you’ll never
be left wondering what to do.

Timely recommendations to
help you take advantage of
today’s greatest profit opportu-
nities, whenever and wherever
they arise — My REAL
WEALTH system is kind of like a
giant aircraft carrier designed to
get you through even the roughest
seas with world-class safety. And
as you’ll soon see, it gives you the
tools, the power and the resources
to weather the roughest economic
storms and get your wealth safely
through.

16 3 ways to invest in oil DIRT CHEAP: As little as 15 cents on the dollar!

FREE access to the 
REAL WEALTH web site and
many of the world’s most
powerful money making

tools 24 hours a day, 
365 days a year!

A 
$456 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!



Every month, I employ a veri-
table “strike force” of proprietary
fundamental, timing and market-
psychology indicators to guide me
to the most exciting emerging
moneymaking opportunities avail-
able — and I give you simple
strategies for profiting from
each one.

And I make it all easy for you.
No trading jargon — just simple-
to-follow instructions, always in
plain English. Plus clear, easy-to-
understand rationale behind each
recommendation, so you’ll feel
supremely confident investing
your hard-earned money.

PLUS, You Get 
FREE Access to the 

REAL WEALTH Web Site And
Many of The World’s Most
Powerful Money Making

Tools 24 Hours a Day,
365 Days a Year!

Today’s markets move
quickly. No need to wait for my
commentary on major world
events. Just log on to my mem-
bers-only website with your pri-
vate password, and watch my
updates in real time… And while
you’re there, be sure to…

# Review my latest forecasts
on oil and energy… gold… base
metals… grains and agriculture…
and the unique high potential
investment opportunities I’ve
identified for you with the very
best risk/reward ratios…

# Track your REAL
WEALTH portfolio online, with
real time share price updates…
instantaneous profit/loss tabula-
tion… and complete inventory
of your REAL WEALTH hold-
ings… plus single click access to

market volume, charts and news
on each investment…

# Take advantage of the
complete archive of REAL
WEALTH REPORT back
issues… market commentary
annals… and historic records of
my daily question and answer ses-
sions with YOU and your fellow
subscribers… plus my compre-
hensive INVESTOR UNIVER-
SITY of helpful tips and tricks for
making your assets work harder…

# And much, MUCH,
more!

Other investment websites
charge up to $19 a month… $228 a
year — but as a REAL WEALTH
member, they’re yours FREE!

You ALSO Get URGENT
FLASH ALERTS by Email or
First Class Mail Whenever

Events Warrant!

My crack team of analysts and
I are constantly tracking the mar-
kets so you don’t have to.

Whenever there’s a major
development in the natural
resource sector or other key mar-
kets… on the world’s geopolitical
stage… or when I smell blood and
it’s time to take profits in your
REAL WEALTH PORTFOLIO,
I’ll send you an URGENT

ALERT by either email, or first
class mail (your choice).

This lightening fast response
to the constantly changing
investment landscape gives you
the edge you need to keep your
money safe, saves you time,
AND maximizes your gains!

Thousands of savvy investors
like you have already discovered
the investment world’s best kept
secret… and helped themselves to
truly satisfying gains in natural
resources with REAL WEALTH
REPORT.

Join Me Now 
And My Entire REAL 

WEALTH SYSTEM Is Yours 
for Less Than $.27 a Day!

Normally, a 1-year subscrip-
tion to my remarkable REAL
WEALTH system is a bargain at
$189, but you don’t pay that. For
a limited time, join me for just
$99, and save $90 off the regular
1-year subscription price —
PLUS receive your personal
copies of The Next BIG Oil
Takeover Targets, and Alternative
Energy Breakout… A $158
value, absolutely FREE!

Want an even better value?
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Here’s how…

Join me for two years, and
instead of paying the already low
regular 2-year subscription price
of $378, invest just $189. Get two
years for the price of one!
PLUS, get 2 more valuable
bonus reports worth an addi-
tional $158, absolutely FREE!

Bonus Gift #3 — 
Asian Resource Dynamos

Say “natural resource stocks”,
and the average American investor
thinks of the big U.S. natural
resource companies. Companies
like Exxon Mobil, Connoco
Phillips, and Freeport McMoran.

Nothing wrong with that, but
I’m going to let you in one of the
best kept secrets I’ve discovered
in my world travels…

Some of the HOTTEST,
highest growth opportunities
are in Asia!

I’ve just finished a brand new
special report called “Asian Nat-
ural Resource Dynamos” to give
you a nice overview including

Fourteen blistering HOT stock
recommendations to make a
killing on right now.

The growth potential in China,
India, Thailand, Myanmar,
Vietnam, and Indonesia staggers
the imagination…

All of these countries are
booming and bustling, driving
voracious demand for nearly
every natural resource known to
man. You name it, they need it…
and LOTS more of it badly!

These economies, (particularly
China) are flush with cash and
desperately pouring billions of
dollars into natural resource
exploration and production to
accommodate over 40% of the
world’s population, currently woe-
fully underserved… and billions
more into importing what they
can’t produce themselves.

If you’d like a tasty bite of
those billions being spent on
resources, then you’ve got to
follow the money and stake your
claim in the best companies it’s
flowing to…

These companies have been
largely ignored by American
investors. They remain virtually
undiscovered — even though
they offer obscene upside poten-
tial.

That’s why it’s so critical you
obtain this special report immedi-
ately to take advantage of the wild
surge in share values that’s taking
place right now… before main-
stream investors pick up the scent.

Here’s just a small sampling
of what you’ll discover in this late
breaking report…

# How to successfully
invest in a select handful of elite
Asian resource stocks quietly
flying under Wall Street’s radar —
each uniquely poised to soar with
explosive gains this year…

# Uncover one of Asia’s
hottest energy stocks and put
your portfolio on steroids… its
share price already rocketed up
some 300% since early 2002 and
its healthy revenues will keep
feasting on China’s oil boom
buffet for years to come…

18 3 ways to invest in oil DIRT CHEAP: As little as 15 cents on the dollar!

SAVE UP TO

$189

24 BIG monthly
issues of REAL

WEALTH REPORT!
A $378 value 

for just $189!



# How to claim your pri-
vate stake in the world’s natural
resources all with just one siz-
zling stock — pyramiding over
1200% in the last 20 years and
jumping another 48% last year…

# Play your own award-
winning role in “The Napoleon
of China’s Oil Patch” as you pri-
vately grab your piece of this
Asian energy juggernaut that’s
methodically devouring global oil
wells — its shares soared 366%
since 2001 and it’s not even inter-
mission yet…

# How to cement easy
double-digit gains from China’s
building boom with this solid
stock “down under” — as it
revamps storm ravaged towns and
caters to the Asian economic
explosion…

# 5 reasons why your bank
account’s about to surge from
this super-charged Chinese
power plant headquartered in
Beijing…

# How to buy foreign nat-
ural resource stocks with an
ADR — and how to know which
of the three ADR levels will hand
you the quickest, easiest and most
profitable returns…

# Jump on Japan’s profit
wagon with this virtually debt-
free gem that doesn’t mind get-
ting its hands dirty making
double-digit gains from farm
equipment to sewage pipes —
it’s been bullish since 1998 and its
stock zoomed another 68% from
last year with no end in sight…

# And much, MUCH
MORE!

Bonus Gift #4 — 
The Smart Investor’s Guide
to Precious Metals Profits

The precious metals markets
are HOT right now too, and my
REAL WEALTH REPORT and
investment tools are your ulti-
mate navigation system for
charting the entire natural
resource sector.

As a 2-year member, you
also get my Smart Investor’s
Guide to Precious Metals
Profits, by far the hardest
working money saving tool for
precious metals investing.

Here are just a few of the
invaluable secrets you have at
you’re fingertips within the
pages of this priceless roadmap
to precious metals profits…

# How to find a precious
metals dealer you can TRUST.
PLUS, a simple “acid test” that
will help you quickly and accu-
rately evaluate any bullion coin
offer you receive, avoiding
hidden charges… conflicts of
interest… and outright fraud…

# What NEVER to do
when buying oil, silver, or plat-
inum bullion. 13 ways to avoid a
common trap that many bullion
investors fall into, and gain the

upper hand when dealing with
bullion dealers…

# How to save BIG money
in taxes when buying gold coins
and bullion. This simple
delivery and storage detail
unknown to most numismatic
and bullion investors boosts
your real return substantially…

# How to detect and avoid
counterfeit gold bullion. Few
people consider the problem of
counterfeits, yet literally mil-
lions of counterfeit gold coins
were produced in the 1950s,
1960s, and 1970s, and it’s still a
problem today…

# What bullion dealers
almost always conveniently neg-
lect to tell you, and how to
SAVE THOUSANDS on your
bullion purchases. A dirty little
secret that once exposed gives
you an almost unfair advantage
over other numismatic
investors…

# PLUS, you get my pro-
prietary BULLION DEALER
REVIEWS to help ensure all
your transactions are safe, con-
venient, and hassle free! I’ll
point you to my trusted sources
for coins and bars, saving you
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countless hours of exhaustive
research…

# And MUCH, much
more!

Here’s a quick summary of
what you get during this

time limited special offer…

# 24 BIG monthly issues of
REAL WEALTH REPORT…
(A $378 Value, just $189, You
Save Half!)

# 2 full years of 24-hour
password protected access to my
private REAL WEALTH web-
site and investment tools… (A
$456 Value FREE!)

# 24 full months of REAL
WEALTH FLASH ALERTS —
to take profits on stocks recom-
mended in Real Wealth (Price-
less)… 

# PLUS, you get my 4
latest moneymaking, money
saving investment guides, The
Next BIG Oil Takeover Targets…
Alternative Energy Breakout…
Asian Resource Dynamos… and
The Smart Investors Guide to
Precious Metals Profits! (An
additional $316 Value,
absolutely FREE!)

That’s a Very Real $961 
in FREE Money Making 

Tools and Savings… 
But Don’t Decide Now… 

Put Me to the Test,
& Then Decide!

Don’t decide now. There’s
plenty of time for that. Just call
TOLL FREE 1-800-236-0407
right now and my friendly staff
will rush you your FREE guides,
the current monthly issue of
REAL WEALTH REPORT, plus

your welcome package and online
passwords.

As soon as you’ve got your
private personal password, log on
to my private site, and plug my
open recommendations into the
convenient REAL WEALTH asset
tracker, and watch what happens.

Paper trade with your mock
portfolio until you’re convinced
you’re stark raving out of your
mind for not investing real money.

My Sacred 
Contract With You

You must be positively giddy
with excitement over the profits
you’re earning with my REAL
WEALTH SYSTEM — or I don’t
want your money. If you’re not,
just let me know, and I’ll
promptly and cheerfully refund
every penny you paid during the
trial period. No questions asked,
and no hard feelings.

If you’re unhappy for any
reason with my REAL WEALTH
SYSTEM, you can cancel anytime
during the first 30 days of your
membership for a full refund, or
anytime thereafter for a full refund
on all un-mailed issues. In either
case, all the materials I send you,
including the $316 in FREE
investment guides, are yours to

keep as my gift to you for giving
REAL WEALTH a fair try.

The absolute worst thing that
could happen is you’ll come out
$316 ahead, and chances are
you’ll be laughing all the way to
the bank as these mega trends
play out.

What could be fairer than that?

Mark My Words:
If You Don’t ACT On This

Exciting Opportunity NOW,
You’ll Be Kicking Yourself

For Years to Come!

In our short time together, I’ve
introduced you to not one, but
four earth-shaking mega trends
that are destined to drive oil and
energy prices through the ever
lovin roof in 2006-2007.

PLUS, I’ve shown you why
oil SUPPLIES have never been
tighter or in greater jeopardy…
and given you a clear path short
term, slam dunk profits in both oil
AND alternative energy.

I’ve shown you why I’m
absolutely convinced the combi-
nation of shrinking supplies and
exploding demand will drive the
price of oil up another $20, $30,
perhaps even $40 a barrel and
beyond in the month’s ahead…
and why $100 oil is a virtual 

20 3 ways to invest in oil DIRT CHEAP: As little as 15 cents on the dollar!

The Smart Investor’s 
Guide To Precious 
Metal Profits — 

A $79 Value, 
Yours FREE!

YOURS 
FREE!



certainty in 2006-2007.

And I’ve crafted an almost
irresistible package of shameless
bribes to make this decision a non
event for you… because I DO
NOT want you to miss out on this
once in a lifetime opportunity!

I’ve been around the markets
for more than two decades. And I
have never — EVER — been
more bullish on energy than I am
at this very moment!

Heck, even if I’m only half
right about these forecasts, the
takeover plays I’ve got in store for
you could still easily hand you
profits that will make even your
best friends green with envy, and
have you smiling ear to ear.

And that’s without one bit of
leverage. With limited risk invest-
ments that give you leverage

(which I’ll introduce you to when
you’re on board), you have the
opportunity to multiply your take
by a factor of 10 or even more!

You can see I work hard for
my members. I’ve done every-
thing I can to make REAL
WEALTH the easiest… sim-
plest… and most rewarding way
to lock in massive natural
resource gains in 2006-2007. Now
it’s up to you.

I urge you: DO NOT delay —
Call TOLL FREE, 1-800-236-
0407 RIGHT NOW, and start
your risk free trial today!

Sincerely,

Larry Edelson
Editor, REAL WEALTH REPORT

P.S. While quantities last, I’m also
including my comprehensive
ENERGY WINDFALL profit
guide, as an additional fast
response bonus. Yet another $79
value, absolutely FREE! But you
must reply immediately by phone.

ENERGY WINDFALL gives
the full scoop on global supply
and demand dynamics and my 5
golden rules for valuating energy
stocks and identifying hot profit
opportunities. But that’s not all.
I’ve named 7 MORE explosive
energy stocks that are set to go
ballistic in the months ahead…
plus warned you about 5 energy
stock losers. Stocks that plenty of
investors own, but no one should.

The energy markets could
spike again any time. I urge you,
call 1-800-236-0407 right now,
and stake your claim!

21For more information, call TOLL-FREE 1-800-627-3300

My Unconditional 
Money-Back Guarantee
You must be positively giddy with excite-

ment over the profits you’re earning with
my REAL WEALTH SYSTEM — or I don’t
want your money. If you’re not, just let me
know, and I’ll promptly and cheerfully refund
every penny you paid during the trial period.
No questions asked, and no hard feelings.

Use the enclosed risk free trial request or dial
TOLL FREE xxx-xxx-xxxx… join me now…
and I’ll rush you your FREE investment
guides, your current issue of REAL WEALTH
REPORT, and your private unlimited VIP pass
code to all of the powerful online resources I
told you about.

If you’re unhappy for any reason with my
REAL WEALTH SYSTEM, you can cancel
anytime during the first 30 days of your mem-
bership for a full refund, or anytime thereafter
for a full refund on all un-mailed issues. In
either case, all the materials I send you,
including the FREE bonus reports, are yours
to keep as my gift to you for giving REAL
WEALTH a fair try.

Put me to the test, and
then decide!

Sincerely,

Larry Edelson
Editor, REAL
WEALTH REPORT
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Join me for TWO years — and get $961 worth of savings, 
my highly acclaimed investment guides, and America’s most 

powerful moneymaking, money saving tools — FREE!

Best Value!

Your Complete NATURAL 
RESOURCE PROFITS Library:

The Next
Big Oil

Takeover
Targets

Alternative
Energy

Breakout

Asian
Resource
Dynamos

The Smart
Investor’s Guide

to Precious
Metals Profits

A 
$79 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!

A 
$79 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!

A 
$79 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!

A 
$79 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!

SAVE UP TO

$189

A 
$456 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE! YOURS 

FREE!



Card #:

Signature:

Full Name (please print):

Respond NOW by dialing 
TOLL FREE 1-800-627-3300 
and you’ll also receive this 

valuable EARLY BIRD bonus.

My complete guide to ENERGY
WINDFALL profits, designed to help
you protect and grow your wealth
in these troubled times!

In your free copy of ENERGY WIND-
FALL I give you complete mastery
of this great profit opportunity,
including my secret strategies for
identifying the biggest winners and
maximizing your gains… PLUS, I
name 7 more stocks you simply
must snap up to lock in stunning
profit potential in the months
ahead… AND give you the names
of 5 oil stock dogs you shouldn’t
touch with a ten-foot pole!

Other investors have already paid
$79 for this power packed, compre-
hensive guide to explosive energy
profits, but it’s yours FREE if you
call right now.

QQuuaannttiittiieess  ooff  tthhiiss  
vvaalluuaabbllee  gguuiiddee  aarree  
lliimmiitteedd..  II  uurrggee  yyoouu  
ttoo  ccaallll  TOLL-FREE 
1-800-236-0407 

RIGHT AWAY ttoo  aavvooiidd
ddiissaappppooiinnttmmeenntt!!

BEST VALUE: Please sign me up for the 2-year membership 
at the half-price introductory rate of just $189. I SAVE $189 and get

unlimited access to your REAL WEALTH SYSTEM, including 24 months
of REAL WEALTH REPORT by mail… 24 months of FREE access to the
REAL WEALTH password protected website (A $456 Value)…
and 24 months of FLASH ALERTS.

PLUS, be sure to include the $316 worth of investment guides, including… 
# The Next BIG Oil Takeover Targets… 
# Alternative Energy Breakout…
# Asian Resource Dynamos, and 
# The Smart Investor’s Guide to Precious Metals Profits!

That’s a total of $961 worth of discounts and FREE gifts!

GREAT VALUE: I’d rather start with the 1-year introductory rate of just $99.
I SAVE $90 and get unlimited access to your REAL WEALTH SYSTEM,

including 12 months of REAL WEALTH REPORT by mail… 12 months
of FREE access to the REAL WEALTH password protected website (A
$228 Value)… and 12 months of FLASH ALERTS.

PLUS, be sure to include the $158 worth of investment guides, including… 
# The Next BIG Oil Takeover Targets… and
# Alternative Energy Breakout!

With that understanding, here are the details you need 
to start my risk free trial. I can’t wait to get started:

Please select your preferred payment method:
Enclosed is my check/money order payable 
to “REAL WEALTH” for: $_____________

Please bill my (check one):

YES LARRY! Put me on your list of energy insiders — PLUS, lead me to outstanding 
short-term profits in the next BIG Oil Takeover Targets… and RED HOT Alternative Energy Plays!

I understand that I must be thrilled with my 30-day trial, or I can cancel for a full refund. Furthermore, if I’m not
blown away by the profits I’m making at anytime thereafter, I can cancel for a partial refund equal to the unused
portion of my membership.

Card #: Expires:

Mailing Address:

City: State: Zip:

Daytime Telephone #:

Email Address for ezine:

RISK-FREE TRIAL REQUEST

YOURS 
FREE!

Please return this entire page in
the postage-paid envelope to:

REAL WEALTH REPORT
15430 Endeavor Drive

Jupiter, FL • 33478



If you think Oil & Gas prices are high now, just wait…

# 4 STARTLING REASONS why oil prices 
are set to double AGAIN in 2006 and beyond…

# WHY WASHINGTON is playing Russian Roulette 
with the economy, by trying to ignore “Peak Oil”…

# HOW AMERICA’S SAVVIEST INVESTORS are piling 
up astonishing short term gains of 66%… 76.3%… 
up to 96.3% with little known, severely undervalued 
oil & alternative energy plays…

# 3 OBSCURE STOCKS that let you own all the 
crude oil you want DIRT CHEAP: For as low as 
15 cents on the dollar — just $6.82 a barrel…

Internationally lauded natural resource analyst Larry Edelson blows the lid 
off the shocking truth both Washington & Wall Street hope you never discover:

Washington’s failing energy policy can either break you, 
or make you up to 96.3% RICHER!

YOU AIN’T SEEN
NOTHIN’ YET!

REAL WEALTH REPORT
P.O. Box 689607
Jupiter, Florida • 33468-9607
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Urgent FLASH BULLETIN – A Supplement to Dennis 
Slothower’s “Stealth Stocks” Financial Newsletter 

 
Hulbert’s Financial Digest top rated stock analyst Dennis 
Slothower – who accurately called the bear market bottom within 
just 10 days in 2002 — invites you to discover his next big 
winners … 
 

Three Stealth Stocks 
Ready to Soar! 

 

And The Hidden Bull 
Market The Fat Cats On 
Wall Street Hope You 

Never Discover… 
 

In this urgent flash bulletin:  
 

 How to zero in on “pre-breakout” stocks using the 
forbidden trading secrets individual investors aren’t 
supposed to know … 

 
 My three top “stealth stocks” ready to soar that could hand 
you explosive gains of 235%… 488%… as much as 1198%, 
or more … 

 
 How to turn the tables on Wall Street, and profit from the 
three biggest scams legions of “intermediaries” are using 
right now to quietly rob you blind … 

 
 And more! 
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Dear Prudent Investor, 
 
My name is Dennis Slothower. When I was a young broker working the 

commodities trading floors on Wall Street in the late seventies, and later as a 
portfolio manager in the eighties, I faced a terrible dilemma …  

 
Before landing on Wall Street — an idealistic graduate of Brigham Young 

University in Utah — I believed, as you may, that America’s stock markets 
provide an essentially equal opportunity for all. 

 
But as an industry 

insider, I soon learned 
they’re more like rigged 
casinos, teaming with 
twenty-four-hour-a-day 
manipulators… round-
the-clock schemers… 
and compulsive liars 
who’d tell their widowed 
mothers to bail out of a 
hot stock if they wanted 
to buy her position. 

 
Like a secret 

subway under the streets 
of Manhattan, runs an 
old boys network into the 
very heart of the 
investment banks and 
brokerage houses you 
trust and depend on to 
make markets for the 
shares you trade. 

 
Once material news 

about a given stock 
becomes public knowledge, the insiders have been whispering about it for weeks 
or months, and the real profit has already been skimmed off the top. 
 

Worse, top brokerage executives and analysts have been caught red 
handed taking what amount to multi-million dollar bribes in return for urging you 
to buy the stocks of companies they know full well are cooking their books and 
recklessly inflating their earnings. 

 

Rogue Trader Defies Wall Street Insiders  
To Make Individual Investors Up To 

1198% RICHER! 
 

Widely recognized as one of the world’s leading 
technical analysis experts, Wall Street defector Dennis 
Slothower tracks the smart money like no other to hand 
you one grand slam home run after another … 

 
Read the remarkable true story of how he turned his 

back on Wall Street after discovering the forbidden 
Stealth Stock secret that empowers individual investors 
to profit from the slippery and deceitful tricks investment 
bankers, brokers, and crooked CEOs routinely use to 
fleece unwary investors. 

 
Stealth Stock  Open Current* Gain  
Immucor $1.57 $33.64 2043% 
Nvidia $7.05 $35.23 400% 
ICICI Bank $8.04 $44.95 459% 
Psychiatric Solutions $5.05 $37.14 635% 
Tesero Corp. $11.57 $67.98 488% 
Superior Energy $9.23 $29.57 220% 
Endo Pharm Holdings $8.65 $29.00 235% 
Middleby Corp. $8.82 $114.51 1198% 
* As at Jan. 12, 2007 – Open prices adjusted for dividends & splits 
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And in the ultimate betrayal of your trust, these same firms routinely employ 
“specialists” who short sell huge blocks of stock while their crooked analyst 
cohorts shamelessly hype the very same dog stocks.  

 
Predictably, investors have been beaten to a pulp by these 

sordid practices for as much as 99.9% of their money. 
 
If you think the high profile swindles like Enron & WorldCom that periodically 

make headlines as they rip through the financial markets are isolated incidents 
you’re sorely mistaken. 

 
It’s just business as usual on Wall Street. 
 
The highly publicized “reforms” that have gone into effect after each one of 

the dozens of scandals that have rocked Wall Street over the years do little to 
protect you. Within weeks, the thieves are weaselling their way around the new 
“regulations”.               

 
Wall Street’s darling “market analysts” remain severely conflicted, their 

“BUY” ratings often nothing more than shameless sales hype, bought and paid 
for — by the very companies they’re recommending. 

 
Investment banks are still sieves of insider information that’s trafficked for 

unimaginable profits. Market manipulation remains rampant.     
 
It ‘s always been this way, and it always will be on Wall Street — for one 

very simple reason: That’s where the money is. The rules of the game may 
change, but the song remains the same. 
 

Sorry if that’s too blunt for you, but it’s the honest truth.  
 
Each of these scams has in one way or another already gutted investment 

values… vaporized the prosperity, financial security, and retirement dreams of 
millions of Americans, many of them in their 60s, 70s and beyond. What I’ve 
mentioned here is just the tip of the iceberg!  
 

Do the regulators know how the wolves on Wall Street 
are brutalizing individual investors?  

 
You bet they do! 
 
The SEC has admitted on numerous occasions that all Wall Street firms are 

guilty of serious conflicts of interest.  
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Millions of otherwise prudent, intelligent people 

are buying their lies hook, line and sinker: Placing 
their life savings and retirement nest eggs into the 
hands of sharks who can transform your 
comfortable life in retirement into a life of greeting 
shoppers at Wal-Mart. 

 
I DO NOT want that for you.  
 
That’s why in 1989 I turned my back on Wall 

Street forever. After spending almost 8 years in the 
underbelly of the beast and bearing witness to the 
unbridled greed and corruption, I swore I would 
dedicate the rest of my working life to helping the 
little guy.  

 
Ever since, my job — no make that my passion 

— has been to help savvy individual investors like 
you to achieve the steady, secure profits and 
income you so desperately need and deserve in retirement. 

 
My method is simple … 

 
The Incredible “Stealth Stock” Secret  

That Zeros In On Sharp Market Reversals And  
The Next Big Winners With Sharp Shooter Accuracy! 

 
In the early days of my career at the big wire houses I specialized in trading 

financial futures and commodities.  
 
As a big time trader, risk had to be strictly 

managed. To do so, required access to 
sophisticated information systems and real time 
trading data that at the time was only available to 
insiders. Using these tools, I developed a 
proprietary risk management model. 

 
In 1986 I began applying it to mutual funds 

and individual stocks and made a shocking 
discovery … 

 
I realized it was much more than an incredibly 

good risk management tool and indicator of a stocks 
true intrinsic value.  

“Stealt
Gets Me 
Of The M
The Rig

"I use it regul
determine wh
exit the marke
select fund fa
in favor. The 
the very best 
newsletters I 

-- Raymond 
Friendswood

 
“Helped Me Avoid 

Big Losses!” 
 
"Trading long and short 
following the short-term and 
intermediate technical 
indicators you demonstrated 
in Stealth Stocks has helped 
me avoid big losses and 
restored my confidence in 
investing. 
 
If Dennis ever stops his 
newsletter, I will have to stop 
investing!” 
 
WILLIAM CHENOWETH 
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35242 
 
h Stocks 
In and Out

arket At 
ht Time!” 

arly to 
en to enter and 
t, as well as to 

milies that are 
newsletter is 
value of all 
have received"

B., 
, TX 
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Astonishingly, it also allowed me to spot potential insider-trading activity, 

and accurately foretell big up or downside moves in the stocks I was monitoring. 
 
 In the summer of 1987 my models starting flashing red, signalling 

Wall Street insiders were beginning to short sell huge blocks of 
the very same stocks they’d been aggressively pushing on 
investors in the previous run up.  

 
Immediately I sprang to action. Without notifying my superiors, I tipped off 

my clients.  
 
Those who listened avoided the infamous 

Black Monday crash that appeared “mysteriously” 
out of nowhere to liquidate the life savings of 
millions of less fortunate investors. 

 
I was severely reprimanded for my actions, 

and left Wall Street defiantly shortly thereafter to 
begin publishing my findings openly in an 
independent newsletter.  

 
Ever since I’ve used this same remarkable 

system over and over again to help individual investors like
money safe and growing. 

 
Case in point: 

 
 Had you been with me in early 2000, you wou

warning that Wall Street insiders were setting
up for another kill — followed by an urgent SE
27th — THE VERY DAY the Nasdaq 100 hit its 

 
Those who heeded that clear, unambiguous warning e

slaughter in the months that followed. $9.6 TRILLION chan
millions of individual investors nearing or already in retirem
RAPED by the Wall Street establishment. 

 
You see, regardless of what the Wall Street propagan

feed you through the mainstream media, the secret to inves
quite simple.  
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-- C
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Do What They Do,  
Not What They Say … 

 
The numbers don’t lie. When you see the 

specialists and the insiders on the move, there’s a 
very good chance they know exactly what they’re 
doing, and it just makes sense to follow the money.  

 
Does that mean you ignore fundamental 

analysis, and the financial strengths and 
weaknesses of a given company? Not at all, but 
what it does mean is that you need to add stealth 
technical analysis to the equation to bag the big 
winners and sidestep the losses. 
 

For example, back in 2002, of the 10,000 
stocks I monitor for inherent value, stability, and 
relative strength, I was alerted to some unusual 
trading activity in a stock that was among the top 
100, a micro cap called Middleby Corp. (MIDD). 

 
This was a company that makes restaurant 

ovens and related equipment. It had recently 
gobbled up one of its competitors and was aggressively wringing costs out of the 
combined entity.  

 
All of my indicators told me Middleby’s stock at the time was significantly 

undervalued relative to the market and its competitors. The company had a long 
and stable history of accelerating earnings, and very little debt.      

 
At the time, the shares were under $10, and thinly traded. 
 
But on August 19th, my tracking system alerted me that volume spiked from 

6,000 shares one day to 70,800 the next! I did a quick check. No news to speak 
of. No earnings reported. No announcements.  
 

Over the next 4 trading days, more than 176,100 shares traded hands. That 
was more than triple the volume for the previous 4 sessions.  

 
When something like this happens, the next thing I do is check out the 

company’s transaction log. If it’s made up of a lot of small in-and-out trades, it 
usually means day traders are driving the stock. 

 
But if I see a handful of 5,000 to 10,000 block trades, it may mean some big 

hitters are trying to buy in “quietly”. That’s a sign something’s up. So I looked 

 
“Over $100,000 in 

Profits On Two 
Separate 

Occasions!” 
 
“Stealth Stocks has helped 
me develop a strategy of 
blending fundamental 
analysis & technical analysis 
into my stock trading.  
 
So far I’ve made over 
$100,000 in profits on two 
separate occasions with the 
recommendations you gave 
me!”  
 
Thomas Myers 
TOPEKA, Kansas 66604 
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deeper into the company to see if I could find out what was happening behind the 
scenes.  

 
Sure enough Middleby was in the final stages of rationalizing the business it 

had acquired a year earlier and had just trimmed it’s workforce substantially, 
presumably in preparation for the release of a blockbuster quarterly report. 
 

Somebody knew something … 
 

This was clearly a case of somebody on the inside knowing what was going 
to happen. It was classic “insider” activity. 5,000 shares here, 12,000 shares 
there. Small blocks bought over several days… in an attempt to keep the stock 
price low … and not draw too much attention. 

 
I’d seen cases like this before. Middleby was being dressed up to attract 

institutional money. In the September 2002 issue of my Stealth Stocks 
newsletter, I advised subscribers to jump into the stock. At the time, it was 
trading at around $9 (adjusted for dividends and splits). 

 
On March 16 2003, Middleby announced its annual numbers. Sure enough, 

gross margin was through the roof, up by more than 30%!  
 

Volume started to swell. By August the stock had ballooned in price to $20 a 
share. Had you been with us you could have nearly doubled your money. 

 
In December the big money hit,  

just as I had predicted … 
 

You could have doubled your money again. Middleby’s shares were 
trading at over $40, up a scorching 361% in just 15 months. 

 
But it didn’t end there. Each quarter, Middleby’s numbers just kept getting 

better and better. By December 2005, the share price had doubled again to over 
$86. Had you bought this stock when it first appeared in Stealth Stocks you 
could have made a killing… more than 1198%! 

 
Think of it! That’s enough to turn a small $25,000 investment into over 

A QUARTER OF A MILLION BUCKS… $50,000 into more than $649,000! 
 
Was Middleby a fluke, a flash in the pan? Not by a long shot! Here are just a 

few more of the high flyers that have been featured in Stealth Stocks over the 
years … 

• Tesoro Corporation (TSO), which appeared in Stealth Stocks in March of 
2003, could have given you outsized gains of 488% in just 46 months… 
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• Had you bought NS Group (NSS) which I featured in the January 
2004 issue just 36 months ago, you could be bragging about a 379% 
gain, and looking forward to more … 

• When I broke the story on Myogen (MYOG) in January of 2005 before the 
Gilead Sciences takeover bid, you would have had the opportunity to bag 
an explosive 371% gain in just 24 months, and… 

• You could be sitting pretty on top of 141% returns from INVESTools 
Inc. (IEDU), which was showcased in January of 2006 … MORE THAN 
DOUBLING YOUR MONEY in just over a year!   

The secret is to track the very best managed companies with solid earnings, 
low debt, and a competitive market advantage — and then pounce when the 
smart money hits. Situations just like those I’ve been telling you about. 

 
But please, whatever you do, do not run out and buy any of those stocks.  
 
I’ve got a much better plan for you … 

 

Three Stealth Stocks 
Ready to Soar! 

 
These are the stocks I’m counting on now to hand us big fat juicy gains in 

the coming months. Of the 10,000 stocks my system tracks exhaustively, these 
are among the most undervalued, stable, and strong.  

 
And every one of my 23 confirming indicators is literally screaming that a 

tidal wave of buying action could hit these stocks at any moment, with the 
potential to drive them into the stratosphere! 
 

Stealth Stock #1: 
Buy this stock NOW, and you 

could easily double your money in 
the next 12 months! 

 
This company is poised to reap explosive revenue and profit expansion due 

to its dominant position in energy infrastructure services. It’s already seen its 
backlog surge to $8.1 BILLION in recent months. 

 
• It’s a proven leader in high demand environmental retrofits, 

nuclear plant restarts and new construction, and has already 
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supplied chemical technology for 36% of the world’s ethylene 
capacity construction since 1990 … 

 
• This superbly managed service provider is also one of the very few 

companies federally pre-qualified to provide emergency services to 
the U.S. government, and played a central role in hurricane relief 
efforts in the wake of Katrina … 

 
• It’s also a core service provider to 

Homeland Security, providing 
essential services to numerous 
federal agencies in response to 
anthrax and other biological 
contamination emergencies …                    

 
The stock has exceptional book value: this 

company has very little debt, and plenty of cash to 
finance operations for the foreseeable future. And 
right now, my proprietary indicators are showing 
evidence of new institutional nibbles …  

 
If you want a piece of the action, do not delay. This juggernaut is not 

going to wait around for you or anyone else to shoot for the moon when the 
smart money hits. 

 
Click here to download complete details and test-drive my remarkable 

Stealth Stocks advisory service for 30 days FREE, or keep reading for more 
details! 

 
Stealth Stock #2: 

Huge profits driving costs out of 
aviation for penny-pinching airlines 

and governments worldwide! 
 
This company is an all-star outsourcer in 

virtually every one of the world’s major aviation 
markets… fulfilling highly lucrative supply chain 
management contracts… overhauling and 
repairing airframe and engine components… 
and selling and leasing reconditioned 
commercial jet aircraft. 

 
One of the things you’re going to love 

about this company is it’s broadly diversified 
revenue base … 
 

71% Richer! 
"One of your picks gave me 
a 121% gain, which included 
a stock split. My overall 
portfolio is up 71%.  

The logic you use is good 
(not emotional). I really 
appreciate your honesty and 
integrity." 

-- Q. Bassett, Manteca, CA  

 
“Ended Up Making 

Substantial Profits!” 
 
"I was skeptical about your advice 
to get into REITs last year. But 
I looked into it in detail and ended 
up making substantial profits." 
 
JOE B. SISSOM 
IRVING, Texas 75062-4505 

http://www.stealthstocksonline.com/index.aspx?page=GetEmail&backPage=Signup
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Its customer list reads like the who’s who of the aviation industry, including 
many of the world’s largest commercial airlines… manufacturers like Boeing, 
Bombardier, General Electric, Northrop Grumman, Pratt & Whitney, and Rolls-
Royce… and major cargo carriers like Airborne Express, DHL, FedEx and UPS…  

 
Plus, the company also provides ongoing military logistics support services 

for government… boasting long term contracts with Israel, Japan, the 
Netherlands, Singapore, Thailand, Turkey, United Arab Emirates, the United 
Kingdom and the United States. 

 
That’s an impressive list, but what has me salivating over this company are 

its rock solid financials. 
 

• In the last quarter alone it cranked out a 21% increase in 
revenues… and a 121% pretax growth in income … 

 
• The company delivered strong performance to shareholders in each 

one of it’s lines of business, including a 25% growth in defense 
sales… 12% growth in aviation supply… and a whopping 57% growth 
in maintenance repair and overhaul … 

 
• Since 2003, sales have skyrocketed: from $600 million in FY 

2003 to $644 million in FY2004… to $748 million in FY2005… and 
an expected $897 million in FY2006! 

 
• Even more impressive, this is one of the few companies you’ll find 

anywhere that’s been able to achieve this kind of meteoric growth 
while actually increasing its profitability… gross profits 
mushroomed by 34% to over $150 million in the most recent full 
year reporting … 

 
Even without the tell tale signs of smart money eyeing this stock it would be 

very tempting. As it stands, this stock is poised to hand you some serious 
windfall profits, potentially doubling, or even tripling your money, or more in 2007! 
 

For complete details click here now and activate your FREE 30 day 
Stealth Stocks trial membership, or keep reading … 
 

Stealth Stock #3: 
This earnings powerhouse 

could hand you a triple… even 
if it wasn’t a takeover target! 

 
The third stealth stock I’ve hand picked for you is an independent oil and 

natural gas producer. This company is currently sitting on natural gas reserves of 
over 162 billion cubic feet and has 60 producing wells.  
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Plus, the company also holds a large inventory of additional development 

prospects — literally hundreds of promising drilling locations — representing an 
estimated additional 114 billion cubic feet of proved undeveloped natural gas 
reserves. 

 
• Demand for oil and natural gas has been rising at a feverish 

pace. If you’ve looked at the supply-demand picture, you know 
MUCH higher prices are inevitable. You saw how tight supplies 
really are when Kartina hit. 

 
• Here in the United States demand is growing three times faster than 

supply, and that isn’t going to change any time soon … 
 

• Globally, oil and natural gas demand is exploding at an even 
faster pace — fueled by raging adolescent economies in China 
and India that are growing 3 to 4 times faster than our own!  

 
And these scorching increases in demand couldn’t be coming at a better 

time for this gas rich company … 
 
Oil and natural gas development virtually ground to a halt during the 90s 

and the industry is still scrambling to bring new reserves on stream. The supply 
picture is so acute there’s a very real possibility oil prices could spike to well over 
$100 a barrel! 

 
With proven reserves worth $411 million and anticipated future development 

costs of just $191 million, the smart money says one of the big oil monsters is 
going to take a run at this shining star any day now.  

 
When that happens, you’ll be grinning ear to ear if you’re on board. The 

bidding could go extremely hot and heavy. If it does, the share price is almost 
certain to take off like a ballistic missile! 

 
Don’t hesitate for even a moment.  
 
Investing in this company’s shares right now could easily triple your money 

in short order.  In fact, I’m convinced all three of these stocks represent a once in 
a lifetime opportunity to bank truly extraordinary profits, and there’s so much 
more I need to tell you about them. 

 
Click here now to download the full report and begin your FREE 30 day 

Stealth Stocks trial, or keep reading … 
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Urgent self defense as Washington and Corporate 
America quietly dismantle your financial safety net …             

 
Right now, with Washington putting the squeeze on our retirement 

benefits… with Medicare in shambles…and with 
thousands of American companies poised to 
default on their pension commitments — 
investors like you and I have no choice but to 
make our portfolios work harder than ever 
before if we hope to enjoy a comfortable and 
secure life in retirement … 
 

For decades, U.S. companies have been 
skimping on pension fund contributions, and now 
owe retirees a record $450 billion more in cash 
benefits than they can pay.  

 
Shocking as that figure is, it pales in 

comparison to the shortfalls in reserves required 
to meet commitments to fund post-retirement 
health care benefits, estimated at a further 
TRILLION dollars! 

 
But even that figure is dwarfed by the fiasco in Washington … 
 
According to the annual trustees’ report on Social Security and Medicare, 

those programs now owe hard working folks like you and I a staggering $36.7 
TRILLION more than they will be able to pay us. Allow me to put that 
unfathomable number into perspective for you. We’re talking about a sky-
piercing stack of $1000 bills over 2400 MILES HIGH! 

 
It’s only a matter of time 

before the hammer drops … 
 

As you read this — after paying into the system your entire working life —
Washington is getting ready to shrink your social security payments… slash your 
Medicare benefits… and stick you with the tab. How does that make you feel? 

 
I don’t know about you, but it makes me fighting mad! And it couldn’t be 

coming at a worse time … 
 
78 million of us are now approaching retirement age! 
 

 
“Still Holding My 

Original $120,000 I 
Retired With!” 

 
"I have to make at the very 
least $2,400 per month with 
$120,000 invested in the 
market. So far it is working.  
 
I retired in 1996 and am still 
holding my original $120,000 I 
retired with. I owe it to Stealth 
Stocks. Thank you." 
 
Terry Pate 
Waldorf, Maryland 20602 
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If you’re over 50 or on a fixed income, you’ll soon find yourself caught 
between a rock and a hard place: Mercilessly squeezed between declining 
retirement benefits and the soaring cost of living. 

 
These were supposed to be our golden years… yet millions of 

Americans will swallow their pride and be forced to leave the comfort of their own 
homes for cheap apartments …millions more are already barely scraping by, 
dependant on children or other family members — even scrimping on life 
saving meds! 

 
Instead of enjoying the retirement leisure, freedom, and respect they’ve 

worked so hard for, many retirees in this county are now trading their dignity for 
menial jobs to make ends meet. It’s an absolute outrage! 

 
There’s just no way I’m going to just sit idly by and watch both Wall Street 

AND Washington MUG innocent, hard working people.  
 
That’s why I’ve prepared this very special limited time offer of three FREE 

Stealth Stock recommendations and 30 days to test drive my entire Stealth 
Stocks advisory service without any restrictions whatsoever.  

 
Let’s join forces to finally start building your  

wealth faster and with far less risk … 
 
The onus is entirely on me to prove to you my Stealth Stock advisory 

service is the most powerful, practical, and prudent road to realizing your dreams 
of a comfortable, enjoyable, even lavish retirement. 

 
In minutes you can have access to my top profit pulling picks and for 30 

days FREE you get complete run of my entire Stealth Stocks advisory service. 
 
During the first week of the month — and each month thereafter if you 

choose to remain a member — you’ll receive the current issue of my legendary 
Stealth Stocks newsletter. 

 
In each monthly issue … 
 
 You get my straight to the point, no-punches-pulled analysis of the 

markets and my forecast for the month ahead, couched in easy to 
understand, actionable terms.  

 
 You get my portfolio tracker and explicit “buy”, “sell”, and “hold” 

recommendations, conveniently segregated into four distinct 
categories of investment … 
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o You get the ultimate in safety with my Income Portfolio: Expert 
advice on how to grow your core nest egg. These little known, high 
yield investments have rewarded Stealth Stock members with a 
14.5% annualized rate of return since inception (as independently 
verified by Hulbert’s Financial Digest) — enough to double your 
money in as little as 5 years, with very little risk! 

 
o You get my Growth and Income Portfolio: Low risk strategies 

designed to give you both capital gains AND an ever-increasing 
stream of current income. 

 
o You get my Moderate Portfolio: The emphasis here is on capital 

gains, with minimal volatility, while maintaining current income as a 
secondary objective. 

 
o And you get the ultimate in high 

powered speculative plays to 
double and redouble your money 
in the short term with my 
Aggressive Growth Portfolio: 
Special situations that signal 
extraordinary windfall profits. 

 
Click here to get started, or keep reading … 
 
Each issue brings you my “Stock Of The 

Month”: An in depth report covering one of the 
hottest performing companies on my radar screen, including explicit, easy to 
follow instructions on how to get in and out of the stock for maximum gains.    

 
You get my “Stealth Stock Watch List”: Stealth Stocks is the only 

newsletter I know of that tracks 10,000 stocks for inherent value, relative 
strength, and earnings stability. Each month you’ll receive the composite ratings 
on the top 25 Stealth Stocks. 

 
And you get my “Doublers Alert”: Stocks that could double your 

money in 12 months or less! This is where I really roll up my sleeves and swing 
for the fences. Here’s just a small sampling of the dozens of grand slam 
homeruns that have appeared in this special section of Stealth Stocks monthly … 

 
Nvidia Corp., 400% profits in 52 months  
Rofin-Sinar Technologies, 463% profits in 48 months  
Palomar Medical Technologies Inc., 219% profits in 36 months  
Viropharma Inc., 207% profits in 18 months  
Greenfield Online, 123% profits in 9 months  
MEMC Electronics Materials, 180% profits in 24 months 

 
“Doubled My Money 

On Nvidia!” 
 
“Your monthly ratings on 
stocks with higher potential is 
very helpful. I've already 
bagged 30% gains on Intervac, 
50% on Kendle Int'l, and  
doubled my money on Nvidia."
 
GEORGE REYNOLDS 
DURANGO, CO 81301 
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U.S. Global Investors Inc, 75% profits in 2 months 
Rofin Sinar Technologies Inc., 452% profits in 48 months 

If you’re a skeptic, and you should be, you 
may be thinking I’ve cherry-picked these 
winning examples from a huge portfolio of 
recommendations. 

Not so. In my newsletter, I limit my picks 
to fewer than ten, often just seven or eight at 
any one time, and sometimes even fewer.  

I won’t drown you in a sea of confusing 
choices. My goal is to float like a butterfly over 
only the strongest, virtually undiscovered 
companies flying quietly under the radar. And 
then sting like a bee when my battery of proprietary technical indicators 
zeros in on the smart money — putting the odds overwhelmingly in our 
favor! 

 
And there’s much more … 
 

As a Stealth Stocks member, you also get weekly market 
commentary and portfolio updates by email FREE! 
 
The markets move quickly, and to ensure 

you’re never left wondering what to do when 
far reaching economic news breaks, I’ll be 
checking in with you once a week. 

 
In your weekly updates I give you my 

objective interpretation of the latest economic 
numbers, market action, and geo political 
news… alerting you to any late breaking 
opportunities, and advising you on your current 
positions. 

 
And there’s more … 
 
I want you to survive and thrive in today’s 

cutthroat markets, so I’ve assembled the 
ultimate welcome package of free bonus gifts 
to arm you to the teeth with risk management 
tactics to maximize your gains and minimize your losses … 

 

Try My Legendary 
Stealth Stocks 

Advisory Service for 30 
Days FREE, and 

Receive 3 Special 
Bonus Gifts! 

 
CLICK HERE NOW TO 

GET STARTED! 

 “We Can Trust 
Your Picks.” 

“My husband and I both like the 
way you write your newsletter. It’s 
easy for the average person to 
understand.  

Also we like it that you have tight 
stops. From your current portfolio, 
it appears we can trust your picks. 

Trust is a hard thing to gain in this 
industry and it looks like you have 
earned it.” 

—Carolyn Miller 
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Making Up To 1198% Profits With Stealth Stocks Is 
Just The Beginning, Let Me Send You Three More 
Powerful Investment Guides — Absolutely FREE! 

 
BONUS GIFT #1 – Sleep Easy With Stealth Stocks (A $47 Value!): 

Despite the Wall Street shell game, there really is a reliable source of 100% 
objective, conflict of interest free advice on the very best stocks to own in 
America today — free of any influence by brokers, investment bankers, analysts, 
or the companies themselves.  

 
I should know, because I created it. 
 
I’ve spent the last 20 years developing 

proprietary computer models, technical analysis 
tools, and ratings systems that objectively separate 
the wheat from the chaff to pinpoint pre-breakout 
stocks and accurately predict big market moves. 

 
In this concise, no nonsense guide, I break 

down the fundamental and technical basics of this 
profoundly productive stock picking and risk 
management system. You’ll gain insights into: 

 
 Why the time honoured “buy and hold” strategy exposes you to 

unnecessary capital risk… and my proprietary secrets to staying 
on the right side of the economic cycle … 

 
 How Stealth Stocks objectively interprets the inherent value, 

relative strength, and stability of individual stocks to find the 
best managed companies with strategic competitive advantages 
… 

 
 How Stealth Stocks monitors trading breadth, momentum, 

prevailing trends, and oscillators to determine overall market 
direction and capital risk … 

 
 And much more! 

 
Normally, this revealing special report sells for $47, but you don’t pay that. 

Sleep Easy With Stealth Stocks and the crucial investing insights it brings you 
are yours free, with your Stealth Stocks subscription. 

 

  
“Your Comments 

Are Always Honest 
and To The Point.”

" Out of the five I take I 
believe you have the best 
newsletter on the Web." 

-- Robert H., Sammamish, 
WA 
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Is every Stealth Stocks pick a winner? Of 
course not, losses can and do happen. Here’s how 
you’ll minimize them … 

 
BONUS GIFT #2 – The Intelligent Use Of 

Stops (A $39 Value): I’m a stickler for safety and 
capital preservation. To build your portfolio reliably 
over the long term, you must have a healthy 
respect for risk, and a strategy for managing it. 
This is the key to growing your wealth. 

 
And in this remarkable special report, I give 

you my secrets for using trailing stops to lock in 
your gains, and minimize your losses. You’ll 
actually see how I determine the stop loss limit 
orders I give you with each Stealth Stocks portfolio 
recommendation.  

 
Specifically: 
 

 Where to set dollar based stops and 
how to move them up as a stock 
rises … 

 
 When to use pattern based stops 

that protect your profits above a 
recent support level … 

 
 How to use volatility based stops 

and Bollinger Band lines to place 
stop loss orders effectively in 
choppy markets … 

 
 And more! 

 
The Intelligent Use Of Stops is filled with street smart knowledge about 

how to use sell stops to maximize your investment gains and shield your portfolio 
from damaging losses. Normally, it sells for $39, but this priceless information is 
yours free as a Stealth Stocks trial member.  

 
Click here now to get started! 
 

 
 

 
“Invaluable Advice!”
 
“I appreciate your unusual 
insights on using trailing stops 
to protect my capital, and your 
ongoing guidance on raising 
and lowering them once we’re 
into a stock. Invaluable.” 
 
DAVID CARLSON 
LITTLE MARAIS, MN 55614 

 
58% Gains  

With Safety! 
 
“I’ve never used stops before 
and find the method very 
useful. I’ve invested in 12 of 
your recommendations, 
selected from your various 
portfolios.  
 
For example: HiTech Pharm—
300 shares on 3/18 at $18.32. 
The investment was closed out 
at $29.05.”  
 
—Ralph K. California 
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Special HALF PRICE Offer,  
You SAVE Up To $179 RISK FREE! 

 
Normally, a one-year membership in Stealth 

Stocks would be a bargain at $198. But if you stay 
on after the 30-day FREE TRIAL period, you don’t 
pay that.  

 
By joining me now, not only do you get 30 

days FREE to kick the tires, you’ll have the 
opportunity to SAVE HALF off the regular price! 
You get my entire Stealth Stocks system for what 
amounts to just 27 cents a day, a tiny fraction of 
what my private clients pay. 

 
Want an even better deal?  
 
Join me for 2 years! The regular price is 

only $358, but if I hear from you now it’s just $179. You save $179, and I’ll 
rush you yet another essential investing resource, absolutely FREE! 

 
FREE GIFT #4 – 3 Charts Every Investor Should Know About (A $39 

Value!): In this eye opening report I give you a rare glimpse into the fascinating 
world of economic cycles. Here’s just a small taste of what you’ll discover … 

 
 How long term cycles “oscillate” short-term cycles and 

foreshadow sharp market reversals … 
 
 How to zero in on market entry 

and exit points with laser like 
precision … 

 
 How to determine when a 

particular market is overbought 
or oversold … 

 
 And much more! 

 
With this information at your disposal 

you’ll trade with increased confidence and 
precision, I guarantee it!  

 

Try My Legendary 
Stealth Stocks 

Advisory Service for 2 
Years, Entirely At My 

Risk… Get The First 30 
Days FREE… and 

receive a 4th valuable 
bonus gift! 

 
CLICK HERE NOW TO 

GET STARTED! 

 
“My portfolio is up 

over 50%!" 
 
"I like your advice to use sell 
stops. Also, I like your 
market commentary. I have 
been watching the price of 
oil and Dow much closer 
since reading your weekly 
newsletter." 
 
- Roy Cartwright 
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Refuse To Let Wall Street AND 
Washington Play You For A Sucker! 

 
You stand at a crossroads. At this moment, three paths beckon …  
 
1. You can be one of the sheep lapping up Wall Street’s self serving 

propaganda and get set up for the next kill: The big brokerage houses act like 
they’re your friends, but behind your back, they’re laughing at you.  

 
To them, your life savings — and the life savings of millions of your fellow 

investors — are nothing more than “dumb order flow” to be exploited. 
 
2. You can abandon your dreams: Like millions of other Americans, you 

can just throw up your hands and forget about trying to grow your wealth — and 
count on Washington’s pathetic, watered-down handouts in your golden years.  

 
But that means you’ll have no choice but to discard your hopes of a 

comfortable, stress-free retirement… your 
freedom to choose which activities you’ll 
pursue in your leisure years… and your 
dreams of helping your kids and your 
grandkids to a first class education and a 
solid start in life.  

 
3. Or, you can enjoy THE SWEETEST 

REVENGE of all — GROWING RICH in 
spite of the sharks in suits on Wall Street 
and the congressional crooks in 
Washington:  

 
Take advantage of the super potent tools I give you to assume control over 

your financial future… manage the formidable risks that threaten to rob you of an 
enjoyable and dignified retirement… and use the trades I give you to make 
yourself potentially 10 times RICHER! 

 
If you chose option 3, and I hope you did, click here to get started.  
 
I want you to move forward with total confidence. That’s why I’m 

extending this iron-clad satisfaction pledge … 
 

 
 

 
“Finally, I have someone 
I can trust for accurate 
information on when to 
buy and when to sell.” 

 
DOUGLAS ALLEN 
SANTA CLARA, CA 95050-5623 
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My Sacred Promise To You: The Legendary 
Stealth Stocks Satisfaction GUARANTEE! 

1. You must be positively thrilled with my Stealth Stock advisory 
service or cancel anytime during your 30-day FREE TRIAL. 

2. And even if you do decide to cancel, all of the materials you’ve 
received are yours to keep. Nothing to return. No hassles. No 
hard feelings. 

You can see how confident I am you’re going to be positively blown away by 
your Stealth Stocks subscription.  

 
You have to be. My business depends on it.  
 
The worst thing that could happen is you’ll walk away with three valuable 

special reports worth $125 and a free month of service!  
 
What could be fairer than that?  
 

Getting started with Stealth Stocks should be one 
of the easiest decisions you’ve made in years … 

 
• You’ve seen how things really work on Wall Street… and why so many 

innocent investors are getting the shirts ripped from their backs…  
 

• You’ve seen how you can go for truly mouth watering gains by 
ignoring the mainstream media pabulum — bought and paid for by 
Wall Street — and following the smart money instead … 

 
• You’ve seen how Stealth Stock subscribers sidestep the steep 

market declines and routinely bag huge winners… while never 
assuming unacceptable risks … 

 
• You’ve seen how crucial it is right now — with BOTH Washington 

and Corporate America quietly dismantling your financial safety net 
— to make YOUR money work harder for YOU than ever before …       

 
• You’ve seen how this really is an unprecedented opportunity to try my 

remarkable Stealth Stocks advisory service to see if it’s right for you — 
entirely at my risk, absolutely FREE for 30 days! 
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• You’ve seen how if you like what you see — you have an exclusive 
opportunity to SAVE HALF on a one or two year annual Stealth Stock 
membership — up to $179!     

 
• And you’ve seen how no matter what… my library of valuable special 

reports, including Three Stealth Stocks Ready to Soar… Sleep Easy 
with Stealth Stocks…  The Intelligent Use Of Stops… and Three 
Charts Every Investor Should Know About… are yours free to keep: 
My gift to you for giving me the opportunity to help you grow your 
wealth …  

 
My forecast: After just a few minutes with these remarkable materials you’ll 

feel a whole new sense of clarity about your investments coming over you, and a 
level of confidence you may not have experienced in years. 

 
After a few weeks with them, I doubt I’d be able to pry them out of your 

hands with a crow bar, even if I wanted to. 
 
If you’re looking for a brighter, fuller, more secure future, there will NEVER 

be a better time to get started than today. The three stealth stocks I told you 
about are locked and loaded, ready to soar at any moment. I don’t want you to 
miss out.  

 
Click here to begin your free trial and download everything I told you about. 

There’s literally not a moment to waste. 

 

Dennis Slothower 
Editor, Stealth Stocks 

P.S. The terrible things that happened to the investors I told you about 
earlier in this letter could happen to you.  Don’t you owe it to yourself and 
your loved ones to at least look at a system proven to keep your money out of 
harm’s way, and your wealth growing? 

P.P.S Remember, you risk nothing by taking a FREE 30-day test drive 
of my entire Stealth Stock system. Sign on to my secure website, read the 
current issue and free reports I send you, act on my recommendations, and 
watch your money grow. It really is that simple.   

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER NOW!
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From the desk of Larry Edelson, 
Editor in Chief, REAL WEALTH REPORT

Dear Investor,

If you had heeded my 2001 forecast that
gold prices would soar past $500 …

And if you had followed me into the 22
select mining shares and other gold
investments I’ve begged my investor
friends to buy since … (Continued inside …)

The Case for
$2,176 GOLD!
The Case for
$2,176 GOLD!

A special note 
from publisher,

Martin D. Weiss, Ph.D.:
Wall Street hot shots LAUGHED in
2001 when Larry Edelson said gold
prices would at least DOUBLE to
more than $500 an ounce.

But the laughing
STOPPED when gold
suddenly began
exploding higher —
first, to $300 ...
then, past $400
... and right
through the $600
barrier — to more

than $700 per ounce.

Now, Larry’s going out on a
limb AGAIN with his boldest
forecast yet: And if he’s right
this time, the recommendations
in this bulletin could easily
double, triple, and double again
your money in 2006 and beyond.
Don’t miss his forecast ... 

— Martin Weiss

Larry Edelson (left) and Martin Weiss

d 7 Financial Tsunamis Will
Carry Gold Prices to ALL-TIME
HIGHS in 2006 and Beyond! 

d My #1 Gold Stock Plays 
Could TRIPLE YOUR MONEY! 

ALSO REVEALED IN THIS BULLETIN:

d How to Buy All the Gold 
You Want at a 97% DISCOUNT 
— Just $15 per Ounce! 

d PLUS, 3 MORE Ways 
to Multiply Your Money 
as Gold Prices Soar! 
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… You could have made
money on 19 of them, as much
as 562% on a single stock!

Now, we’re getting ready to
do it all over again — and this
time, I want you to grab the
opportunity to profit right along
with us! 

If you’re looking for a way
to turn a molehill of cash into a
veritable mountain of money …

… By taking full advantage
of a massively established,
virtually locked-in economic
trend that’s already making
savvy investors richer …

… That shows no signs
whatsoever of slowing down 
— and actually appears to be
accelerating with each passing
day …

… And that has the proven

potential to hand you electrifying
gains in a very short period of
time …

… This may well be the
most important piece of mail
you get this year:

My name is Larry Edelson,
and for 28 years, my mission has
been to help investors like you
cash in when gold and other
natural resources soar in value.

For the past decade, I’ve been
instrumental in the great success
of the gold recommendations in
Dr. Martin D. Weiss’ Safe Money
Report. 

In 2001 and 2002, my
economic models began flashing
red — warning of a sea change in
the U.S. and global economy. 

The news was so startling, I
couldn’t believe my own eyes. So,
I double-checked and then triple-
checked the numbers — and when
they confirmed my suspicions, I
lost no time at all alerting our
100,000-plus subscribers that …

1. Inflation — which had been
virtually nil for many long years
— would soon begin eroding our
buying power again … 

2. Federal Spending —
which had been a balanced book
— would soon balloon, creating
massive deficits …

3. Gold prices — which had
crashed and languished for nearly
two decades — were about to take
off like a moon rocket, and most
importantly, that …

4. Select gold stocks 
like Glamis Gold, Newmont
Mining, and Barrick Gold were
going to make truly spectacular

2

h Larry has been actively involved in the precious metals
and natural resource investment markets for nearly three
decades. 

h In 1978, Larry began his career at Wilcap Advisors, a
private money management firm that specialized in gold and
silver. 

h In 1982, Larry joined Emanuel Capital Management as a
senior trader, managing several million dollars in precious
metals. 

h During this time, Larry became one of the largest gold
arbitrage traders in the world, trading in contracts worth as
much as 700,000 ounces of gold in a week, which is the
equivalent of $385 million in gold weekly.

h In 1982, Larry founded International Commodity
Services, Inc., an international commodity brokerage firm with
agency offices in Hamburg, Munich, Düsseldorf and Osaka,
Japan. 

h For the past decade, Larry has been the man behind the
success of the gold recommendations in Dr. Martin D. Weiss’
widely popular investment newsletter Safe Money Report. And
Safe Money has been riding the gold boom for all it’s worth.

h Larry's analysis of natural resources and precious metals
is frequently sought out by the Financial Times of London,
Bloomberg, CBS MarketWatch and other major media outlets.

This 375-Million-Dollar 
Gold Trader” is UNIQUELY 

QUALIFIED to help YOU 
grow richer in 2006-2007!

Meet Larry Edelson — Editor, REAL WEALTH REPORT:

(… Continued from cover)

“



gains in the months and years
ahead.

LONG STORY SHORT:
I was right on all counts:
Commodity price inflation has
been rampant and consumer price
inflation has turned sharply higher
… the federal budget deficit has
exploded 350% … short-term
interest rates have quadrupled
since 2004 and gold bullion prices
have nearly tripled … 

Select gold stocks like Glamis
Gold, Newmont Mining, and

Barrick Gold since 2001 have
skyrocketed 1,880%, 174%, 59%
and 174% respectively! 

And among the 22 gold stocks
I recommended in Safe Money
Report, 19 are winners and only 
3 were losers …

Impressive? Absolutely —
especially when you consider the
fact that since January 2001 …

The average DOW stock
would have given you a
miniscule gain of only 2.8% 

— not even enough to keep up
with inflation …

The average S&P 500 stock
would have given you a stinging
3.4% loss … 

And the average NASDAQ
stock would have delivered an
8% loss of your money. 

But you wouldn’t have 
had to wait since 2001 to pocket
your profits. Many of my

3For more information, call TOLL-FREE 1-800-604-3649

Please Turn …

Gold bullion up 110% since 2001!
Gold stocks recommended by Larry Edelson

up by as much as 1,162%!

“The next few pages bring you overwhelming 
evidence these astounding gains are just the 

beginning … read on for the full scoop!”
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recommendations have paid off
like big-jackpot slot machines —
some in as little as TWELVE
MONTHS:

My REAL WEALTH REPORT
open recommendations (as of
June 19, 2006) such as DWS
Gold & Precious Metals Fund …
StreetTRACKS Gold Trust …
and Tocqueville Gold Funds are
showing gains of 19%, 32%, and
44%, respectively.*

And Eldorado Gold, one 
of my recommended bonus
positions, is up 62% in just 
23 short months.*

Is every recommendation a
winner? Of course not, as with
any investment, there is always
the possibility of gains and
losses. But when you have the
seven tsunami-strength forces I
tell you about in this report
driving gold markets higher, you
have some of the strongest odds
in your favor we’ve seen in at
least a quarter century.

BOTTOM LINE:
You Could Have Beaten 

The DOW by 3,958% in the
Last 5 Years Had You Acted
Quickly On Each One of My
SAFE MONEY REPORT Gold

Recommendations! 

Here’s Why I’m Convinced 
You Could Do Even BETTER

in 2006 and Beyond …

I’m absolutely convinced
that the profits we’ve enjoyed
so far are just the beginning.

And if I’m right, the mind-
blowing gains we’ve seen will

*Past performance is not indicative to future results. 
This does not reflect broker commissions or the slight varying prices subscribers may have received. 

In the past five years, investors buying select gold mutual funds
could have made about 70 times more than those buying the
average stock in the DOW. And investors who bought select

gold stocks could have made over 400 times more!

* Recommended by Larry Edelson in the SAFE MONEY REPORT at various times
during the period. Actual results of investors may differ considerably.
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PALE in comparison to the profits
that are now possible. 

Are you ready for this? Right
now, every indicator I read is
virtually SCREAMING “Gold
bullion prices are headed for
$618, then $740, $1,000 and
ultimately to $2,000 and beyond!”

Gold is now so grossly
undervalued, it’s a joke. 

In terms of today’s dollars,
gold reached $2,176 in 1980. 
And that was at a time when the
demand for gold was far less

sustainable than it is today … 
and the supplies far more
abundant. In other words … 

Gold will have 
to nearly TRIPLE — to 

more than $2,000 an ounce
— just to regain the same 
purchasing power it had 

26 LONG YEARS AGO!

Look. If history teaches us
anything it’s that no record
stands forever on Wall Street.
Someday, gold will make even
higher highs. And right now, my
indicators are telling me that day

is coming — SOON. 

And mark my words: When
that day dawns, the gold stocks
I’m about to introduce you to
could easily have made you five,
seven, even ten times richer!

I’d bet a year’s pay it’s going
to happen. Why? Because I count
no less than SEVEN massive
global economic forces — the
tsunamis of the financial world 
— that are already making much,
MUCH higher gold prices a

Please Turn …

Inflation-Adjusted Gold peaked at $2,176 in 1980.

Today, even if it recovers just HALF
that value, it would rise to $1,088!
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As the dollar falls, Gold prices rise!

virtual certainty …

Financial Tsunami #1:
The U.S. Dollar 

Is Weakening Around
the Globe, Driving Demand

for Gold SKY-HIGH

Just six short years ago,
the U.S. dollar was the strongest,
most stable currency in the world
— a port of refuge for every
central banker and every investor
from Britain to Japan.

But since 2001, the world’s
confidence in the dollar has been
shaken — badly. And with every
passing day, more and more banks
and investors are abandoning the
greenback in favor of more stable

stores of value — like gold.

The charts tell the story: Since
the dollar’s demise began, gold
has risen virtually nonstop.

Even when the dollar’s decline
was temporarily interrupted in
2005, gold continued to climb,
evidence that the dollar is only
one of several powerful forces
driving gold higher.

And now, as the dollar turns
down again, gold is skyrocketing
at an even faster pace. Great!

And as we’ll see in a moment,
this gutting of the dollar’s value
still has a long way to go.

For evidence, take a look at

what two of the world’s savviest
investors are doing …

Warren Buffet and George
Soros are BOTH running away
from the U.S. dollar as fast as
they can! Soros recently disclosed
he’s built a colossal short position
against the dollar, and even
Warren Buffet is making massive
foreign currency investments 
— for the very first time in his
54-year career!

The falling dollar is a HUGE
clue to the future of gold prices
— for two important reasons:

1. When the value of the dollar
falls, it means everything
you buy with dollars
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naturally goes up in price —
including of course, GOLD.

2. When foreign investors can’t
trust the dollar, they turn to
alternatives. And since the
yellow metal is historically
the most stable store of
value on the planet, that
means massive new demand
— and even higher prices
for GOLD!

Financial Tsunami #2:
Exploding Federal Debt
Virtually GUARANTEES 

STRONGER GOLD PRICES
AHEAD! 

Since taking office in 2001,
the White House and Congress
have transformed the U.S. budget
surplus into a bottomless cesspool
of embarrassing and unsustainable
debt — and it’s getting more
horrendous by the year:

Last year’s reported $319
billion deficit was the third
highest in history, and this year’s
is exploding toward the $400
billion level!

All told, the national debt now
stands at a mind-blowing $8.17
trillion — and explosive increases
are virtually locked into the
system until at least 2010. In fact,
the ONLY way to slow this debt
disaster would be to enact drastic
and painful economic measures
no politician in his right mind
would vote for!

Make no mistake: This 
mind-blowing debt can NOT be
managed by simply selling more
and more U.S. Treasuries to
foreign investors. 

There’s only one way
Washington could possibly keep

this mountain of debt from
crushing the U.S. economy:
Crank up the printing presses
and flood the economy with
paper money!

Now, you … I … and every
foreign investor and central
banker in the world know what
that means: That flood of Fed
funny money would send inflation
soaring!

No wonder China’s central
bankers have announced they’re
using some of their reserves to
buy gold instead of dollars. No
wonder millions of investors

around the globe are shunning the
U.S. dollar and turning to more
stable things — like gold!

Financial Tsunami #3:
The Ballooning 

U.S. Trade Deficit! Driving
Foreign Investors OUT of
Dollars And Into GOLD!

When the U.S. trade deficit
soars, it simply means that
foreigners are taking in far more
U.S. dollars from their exports to
the U.S. than we earn from our
exports to them. 

… And it means that

Please Turn …

The Greatest Inflation Engine of All Time:
U.S. Government Debt out of Control!
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U.S. government debt has now surged to $8.17
TRILLION. And in March 2006, Congress raised the
debt ceiling to $9 TRILLION, while padding the
budget with a new round of spending that’s out of
control. The natural result: More money printing to
cover the bulging debt, more inflation, and higher
prices for gold as far as the eye can see.
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Clearly, Washington D.C. 
has LOST CONTROL of the

Federal budget. And no
institution on Earth has the
power to rein the monster in
before it savages the economy.
NNoott  tthhee  WWhhiittee  HHoouussee,,  nnoott
CCoonnggrreessss,,  nnoott  tthhee  FFeeddeerraall
RReesseerrvvee  oorr  TTrreeaassuurryy..

And believe it or not …
the grievous deficit numbers
Washington’s reporting are
just the tip of the proverbial
iceberg …

In a March 5, 2006 speech
delivered before the John F.
Kennedy Forum at Harvard
University, the honorable David
M. Walker, U.S. Comptroller
General, and Director of the
General Accounting Office —
the man the President relies 
on to audit the nation’s books
— confessed the widely
reported 2005 Federal Budget
Deficit of $319 BILLION is a
watered down version of the
actual budget shortfall. 

In his own words, “This
widely reported number is
somewhat misleading …
because without the Social
Security surpluses, the federal
cash-based deficit was aaccttuuaallllyy

cclloosseerr  ttoo  $$550000  BBIILLLLIIOONN!!
Moreover, on an accrual 
basis, oouurr  ddeeffiicciitt  wwaass  $$776600
BBIILLLLIIOONN,,  uupp  $$114444  BBIILLLLIIOONN
in the last year alone.”

Mr. Walker went on to
say, “Even more troubling,
the federal government’s
long-term liabilities and
unfunded commitments 
for things like Medicare and
Social Security have risen to
mmoorree  tthhaann  $$4466  TTRRIILLLLIIOONN!!  

That’s up from about $20
TRILLION just 5 years ago.
And these numbers don’t
even take into account the

bills that are pouring in for
rebuilding New Orleans and
the Gulf Coast, or for costs
associated with Iraq and
Afghanistan.”

Obviously, Washington’s
accounting is as twisted as a
dog’s hind leg: In fact, this
administration’s accounting is
so cockeyed, the comptroller
general REFUSED to certify the
accuracy of it’s bookkeeping,
FFOORR  SSIIXX  YYEEAARRSS  IINN  AA  RROOWW!!

Mr. Walker also declared,
“In recent years we’ve heard
calls to remove such burdens
as the so called ‘death tax,’
but we need to talk about
the very real and growing
‘birth burden.’ That’s what 
I call the staggering amount
of government commitments
that every American, including
newborns will some day have
to pay for.

“As a result, every new
birth certificate comes with a
bill of $156,000! Alternatively,
this means that every full-time
worker carries a de-facto debt
load of $375,000. For a dual
income family, this is like
having a $750,000 mortgage
without owning a house!”

Washington’s Accounting is 
as Twisted as a Dog’s Hind Leg!

David M. Walker. Comptroller
General of the United States:
The actual federal budget deficit 

is $760 billion, more than double
what’s being reported, while the
government’s unfunded debts are

now more than $46 TRILLION! 

“Runaway deficits like this can only mean one thing … Soaring gold prices
as far as the eye can see … because as the dollar crashes, and inflation
rears it ugly head, gold bullion rises in lock step … and select gold stocks
explode in value!”
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foreigners who hold those
hundreds of billions of dollars
have a big decision to make:
Should they:

A. KEEP their money exclusively
in U.S. dollars, which have
been DECLINING in value
since 2001? 

Or, wouldn’t it be 
much smarter to … 

B. DUMP dollars and diversify
— put big chunks of their
money into safer, more stable
currencies and gold instead?

I ask you: What would YOU do?

Your answer is critically
important — because right now,
the U.S. trade deficit is the
highest ever. It jumped from $358
billion in 2001 to $435 billion in
2002 … to $489.4 billion in 2003
… to $512 billion in 2004 … to a
scorching $725.8 billion in 2005
… and it’s still soaring!

So if you said, “I’d diversify
into more stable currencies and
gold,” go to the head of the class!
That’s precisely what the world’s
central bankers and investors do at
times like these!

Look:

When the trade deficit
soared to 3.2% of U.S. GDP in
1987, it crushed the interna-
tional value of the dollar. 

Today, the trade deficit is
more than DOUBLE that — a
whopping 6.5% of the GDP. 

If that’s not a dead give-away
that the dollar’s destined to
continue collapsing — and that
gold is destined to continue
soaring — I don’t know what is!

Financial Tsunami #4: 
Despite What 

Washington Says,
REAL U.S. Inflation 

Is Skyrocketing

Since 2001, gasoline is up
49%, beef is up 28%, eggs are up
34%, oranges and tomatoes are up
39% and 31%. The cost of buying
a home has more than doubled.
Health care costs and college
tuitions have gone through the roof.

And yet, shameless Federal
Reserve officials continue to
swear on a stack of bibles that
inflation is “under control.”

Only a politician or a

Washington bureaucrat would
have THAT kind of chutzpah!

How do they get away with
that kind of gobbledygook?
Simple: The government’s math is
so convoluted it would make
Enron’s crooked accountants
blush in shame!

Did you know, for example that
if a product jumps in price but
Washington decides the “quality
improved,” they’re actually allowed
to claim that the price FELL?

And did you know that they
totally ignore the surging cost of
homes and condos, substituting

Please Turn …

U.S. Trade Deficit 
Worst of ALL TIME!

Makes Sinking Dollar and
Surging Gold Inevitable.
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instead the low cost of renting
equivalent housing? 

Then, they factor those artifi-
cially LOWER prices — the
prices that nobody is actually
paying — into the consumer price
index, announcing that inflation is
“under control!”

If you think — even for one
moment — that inflation is really
at just 4% a year, you’re kidding
yourself. Your cost of living —
the price you pay for everything
from housing … to food … to
fuel … and to health care … is
skyrocketing by double digits
every single year! 

And that’s important to know
— because at the outset of the last
officially recognized inflationary
crisis (1974-80) — BEFORE
Washington began cooking the
books on inflation — the average
annual inflation rate was also just
4% per year …

… And during that period,
gold prices rocketed more than
TEN-FOLD from $58 to $612
an ounce — that’s a 1,055%
INCREASE!

Today, the true inflation is
probably much higher than it
was in the mid 1970s. But just
to catch up with the inflation
that’s taken place since then,
gold will have to jump to more
than $2,000 per ounce!

Financial Tsunami #5:
“Wars and Rumors of War”

Are Triggering
Huge New Demand 

for Gold, The Ultimate 
Crisis Hedge

Right now, the Middle East,
the Persian Gulf and much of the
planet is a powder keg on a short,
SHORT fuse:

Never-ending, escalating wars
in Afghanistan and Iraq … the
first-ever election to power of a
sworn terrorist group (Hamas) …
Iran’s defiant and arrogant
program to build nuclear weapons
… violent dissension throughout
South Asia … seething rivalries in
the former Soviet States …
random acts of terror around the
globe …

… Not ONE of these hot spots
is going away soon, and more are

sure to arise in the months ahead. 

All of this is, of course, terrible
news for world security and the
global economy — and news that
can only drive up the value of gold!

Why? Because since the dawn
of time, gold has been the
ultimate crisis hedge for the
world’s governments and
investors. The more things heat
up, the higher gold prices go!

Financial Tsunami #6: 
India and China Are Set 
To Take MILLIONS MORE
ounces of gold off of the
market — PERMANENTLY!

China has recently announced
that it will plow at least 2.5% of its
trade surplus into gold. That’s a
staggering $2.5 BILLION of brand-
new demand for gold every year!

And let’s not forget the frenetic
pace of economic growth in both
China, and India, running at 10.3%
and 9.3% respectively. Both have
only recently fully opened their
domestic gold markets to private
investors, and India is already
among the world’s biggest buyers!

“In recent years, the Consumer Price Index 
con job has been getting trickier to maintain …

Political spin-doctors have recently added
whimsical “hedonic adjustments” to almost 46%
of the index items.

The government’s new pretzel logic says that if
the quality of a product got better over the last
12 months that it didn’t really go up in price. 

In fact, it went down! Run that by me again …”
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These cultures have a deeply
ingrained, emotional affinity for
the yellow metal and a rapacious
appetite limited only by their
modest, yet rapidly rising, per-
capita incomes. 

Remember: Over-one third of
the world’s population — more
than 2.4 BILLION people — live
in these two developing economic
superpowers!

Just to match HALF of the
gold reserving achieved by the
United States, China would have
to buy 3,467 TONS of gold. 

Financial Tsunami #7:
Just When These 

Six Massive Forces
Are Creating Colossal 

New Demand for Gold,
The Worldwide SUPPLY 

Is Dwindling!

Even in normal times, you’d
expect the six financial tsunamis
above to drive gold prices into the
stratosphere. But these are NOT
normal times.

The fact is, after thousands of
years of mining every ounce of
gold possible, the planet is
beginning to run out. According to
U.S. Geological Survey, there are
now less than 45,000 metric tons
of proven gold reserves left in the
ground worldwide. 

And that’s serious — because
the above-ground supplies of gold
couldn’t even BEGIN to satisfy
today’s exploding demand for the
yellow metal. If all of the gold in
the world was put in one place, it
would fit comfortably in a high-
school gymnasium! 

Bottom line? No matter how
you look at the supply and

demand realities, only one
conclusion makes any sense at all:
Much, MUCH higher gold prices
are virtually guaranteed
throughout 2006 and beyond!

My #1 Gold Stock Play Now:
Buy All the Gold You Want 

At a 97% DISCOUNT
— Just $15 per ounce!

My first pick for you, Gold
Reserve Inc. (Amex: GRZ) is
catching fire — and for good
reason: At today’s prices, this
company owns more than $5.5
BILLION in independently
confirmed gold deposits …

… and at its current share
price, you get that gold at a 97%
discount: Just $15 per ounce!

Gold Reserve is a well-
managed 50-year-old exploration
company, with no debt — and it’s
sitting on more than 10.1 million
ounces of independently audited
reserves in Venezuela’s ultra-rich
El Callao gold belt. 

Low energy costs in Venezuela
(diesel fuel is just $.15 and
hydroelectricity just $.028 per
kilowatt hour) give this company
about a $57-per-ounce cost
advantage. That will allow the
company to carve an estimated
486,000 ounces a year out of the
mine at a total projected cash
operating cost of just $154 per
ounce. 

As impressive as these
numbers are, what I really love
about this stock is this amazing
fact: It’s trading at only 1.87 times
book value. That alone means
there’s unbelievable upside
potential. 

Factor in its 10 million ounces

of proven and probable reserves in
the ground, worth more than $5.5
BILLION when mined … and the
current share price is INSANELY
LOW!

My Forecast: Watch for Gold
Reserve to explode in value to AT
LEAST $16 a share when the
Street catches wind of these
multiples. That’s enough to
TRIPLE your money in fairly
short order — but ONLY if you
act fast!

My recommendation: Speed
dial your broker or jump onto the
Internet NOW and pick up a hefty
helping of this stock. There’s no
such thing as a sure bet when it
comes to investing. But in times
like these, I think it’s as close as
you can get. 

3 MORE Ways 
to Multiply Your Money 

as Gold Continues to Soar

I’m so sure that Gold Reserve
is about to make us a bundle, I’ve
even written a new research report
to help you maximize your gains!

It’s called Gold Stock
BREAKOUT 2006 — your
ultimate roadmap to solid gold
profits in 2006 and beyond.

In this compelling special
report — available in limited
quantities right now — I
document ALL the reasons why
I’m convinced that gold prices are
bound to at least QUADRUPLE
in the months ahead.

I introduce you to ALL
FOUR of the gold investments
I’m counting on to soar … and
I’m begging, pleading, even

Continued on page 14 …
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Iraq is descending into civil
war. Iran is threatening the world
with nuclear destruction. And the
entire Middle East, with 35 times
the oil reserves of the United
States, could soon be engulfed in
the melee. 

The likelihood of multiple
wars breaking out across the
Middle East grows greater every
week. A U.S. attack on Iran, if it
comes, will be a grenade tossed
into a gasoline pit. Already
skyrocketing oil prices would
explode … hitting the economy
like a ton of bricks! It couldn’t
come at a worse time. 

America is already reeling
under a mountainous war deficit
piled up over the past 5 years.
Massive trade imbalances threaten
to dry up foreign investment. And
the dollar is auguring itself into
the proverbial dirt. 

Since the early 2000s, the cost
of buying a home has more than
doubled. Health care costs,
college tuition and insurance
premiums have gone
through the roof.
The $1.39-per-
gallon price tag 
for gasoline, which
we once thought
shocking, is now 
an antique. And the

prices of nearly all commodities
are exploding all around us.

There’s probably never been a
time in our lives when our wealth,
and our way of life have been
under greater attack. Fortunately,
you can erect a shield around your
buying power in troubled times
like these by investing in gold. 

I recommend that some 
of your investments be in a
combination of a gold ETF, a
good gold fund, and shares in the
right gold companies. I’ll tell you
about those later in this research
report, but first … what about
physical gold?

How to Buy and 
Safeguard Your Gold

In the last 36 years, a whole
series of new gold bullion coins
have hit the market: The South
African Krugerrand in 1970 …
the Canadian Gold Maple Leaf in
1979 … the U.S. Gold American
Eagle in 1986 … and, most
recently, the Singapore Lion in
1990. And that’s just a sample list.

Are gold bullion
coins a good
investment? Sure.
But if you buy coins,
you’re going to pay
for the fancy design
and the rarity of the

coin itself. And that can add up to
a hefty premium over the actual
value of the gold content, as much
as 7%. Put another way, the price
of gold would have to rise 7% just
for you to break even on the
investment.

Instead, I recommend you
invest in small gold bars. You can
buy them in a wide range of
weights, from one to a thousand
grams. They contain a minimum
of 99.5% fine gold and don’t
carry the premium that gold coins
do. You can buy small gold bars
or ingots for as little as 1% over
the price of gold. But when
buying gold, keep these rules in
mind …

INSULATE YOUR WEALTH
from the perfect storm!

12

I’m very worried. So is my family.
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Rule #1: Don’t store your gold
with the dealer you bought it
from — Sounds simple enough,
doesn’t it? But the fact remains
that countless investors have been
burned when their gold dealer
went bankrupt. 

As the price of gold continues
to skyrocket, you’ll likely see
more bankruptcies, not less. In
gold bull markets, the buying
frenzy seems to attract the least
prudent and least ethical players
to the bullion industry.

Rule #2: Take possession of 
your gold using one of these
alternatives — When you
purchase physical gold, the farther
you remove your bullion — legally
and physically — from the dealer,
the safer it is from the claims of
that dealer’s creditors.

Cash & Carry. In terms of getting
what you paid for, buying your
gold and taking it with you is the
ultimate solution. (But remember:
Driving around town with a bag
of gold has its own security risks).

Consignment Method. The dealer
sends the bullion to you for your
inspection and then you send the
money. It’s a great choice and
gives you plenty of leverage. If
you can find a dealer to go for it,
you’re golden. 

Sight Drafts. You make an
arrangement with your bank to act
as an intermediary between you and
the gold dealer. The dealer sends
the gold to the bank. The bank then
holds it for your inspection. When
you give the OK, the bank issues a
cashier’s check and you take
possession of the metal. 

Rule #3: Use a major,
independent depository to
safeguard your gold.

Rule #4: Use nonfungible
storage — When you put your
gold in nonfungible storage, it
means it’s stored in your name
and it’s not pooled with bullion
from other customers. This keeps
your gold nice and tidy — and it’s
really the best way to go.

However, just because your
dealer says your bullion is
nonfungible and completely

segregated doesn’t necessarily
make it so. And even if your
metal is segregated, that doesn’t
mean the segregation agreement
will automatically stand up in
court. The best way to make sure
is to have your attorney review
the firm’s paperwork. Either
way, always specify that you
want nonfungible storage. It may
cost a bit more but it’s worth
every single penny.

Rule #5: Consider offshore
purchases and storage — 
I don’t trust gold dealers,
politicians and government
bureaucrats. And there are also
bankers I don’t trust. There are
many people who feel the same.
That’s why so much gold is
stored in Switzerland and
Australia. I especially like the
Gold Certificate Program at the
Perth Mint of Australia.

Send now for the Smart Investor’s 
Guide to PRECIOUS METALS PROFITS.

Your complete, step-by step guide to getting the 
very best deals on gold coins and bullion …

A 
$79 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!

Among the many ways to buy gold
bullion, the most efficient is the small bars.
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nagging every investor I know to
BUY THEM NOW!

Gold Stock BREAKOUT
2006 is a modern-day treasure
map — your guide to the gold
investments I’m convinced are
destined to earn you a king’s
ransom in the months ahead. 

In this amazing guide, you’ll
discover …

Gold Juggernaut #2:
Two of the World’s 

Richest Mining Companies
Are About to Duke It Out

Over This Red-Hot Property
— and Create Massive

Takeover Profit Potential 
FOR YOU!

The second Gold Juggernaut
you’ll discover in your copy of
Gold Stock BREAKOUT 2006 is
an extremely well-managed
mining company — one of the
world’s lowest-cost producers —
that pulls more than 270,000
ounces of gold out of its main
property per year … 

… And it’s sitting on almost 8
million ounces of gold — that’s
more than $4 BILLION of gold
reserves!

What’s really special about

this company — besides the fact
that its net income is positively
exploding — is that it doesn’t
dilute down its profits by advance
selling gold in the futures markets
at today’s prices. Instead, it
recognizes, as we do, that gold
prices are going to be a lot higher
in the future. It does no advance
selling. And it stands to reap
100% of the profits from gold’s
skyward surge!

Any way you look at it,
I’m convinced this is one gold
investment you can NOT afford 
to miss out on in 2006! This
company has proven its ability 
to find, develop, and mine gold
over the course of almost three
decades, and it’s well on its 
way to becoming a multi-mine
operation within the next 3 years. 

BOTTOM LINE: I’m
counting on this amazing stock to
produce triple-digit gains for us!

And here’s the clincher: Right
now, I believe that both Newmont
Mining and Barrick Gold (the two
900-pound gorillas in the gold
patch) are hungrily eyeing this
company as a prime takeover
target!

Since both Newmont and

Barrick are in an all-out war for
dominance in the gold industry, I
expect the bidding for Gold
Juggernaut #2 to get HOT and
HEAVY. If I’m right, it will be
SUPER-PROFITABLE for
investors who own the stock!

I have no doubt the winner
will pay far more than even this
spectacular company is worth. So
get set for the stock price to go
super nova!

But it’s only fair to warn you:
This remarkable profit opportunity
isn’t going to wait for you or
anybody else. To have a shot at
maximizing your gains, you’ll
have to get your shares
immediately.

Fortunately, you can: Send for
Gold Stock BREAKOUT 2006,
and get all the details BEFORE
the shares do what I expect them
to do — shoot for the moon!

Gold Juggernaut #3:
400,000-Ounce 

Producer Selling at 
A 200,000-Ounce Price!

This emerging mid-sized
mining company has more than
3.5 million ounces of reserves
overseas on a property that has
already produced over 11 million
ounces of the precious yellow
metal!

The company is cash-rich …
boasts a debt to equity ratio of
just .43 … is hedge-free … and 
is selling at an unbelievable 1.3
times book value.

But here’s what really gets me
excited about this stock — and
why I believe it’s likely to start
DOUBLING in value at virtually
any minute:

Continued from page 11 …

Claim your own 
personal GOLD RUSH!

Send for my latest 
comprehensive research

report — Gold Stock
BREAKOUT 2006 TODAY!

A 
$79 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!
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Until recently, this company
had produced about 200,000
ounces of gold each year — and
even at that level of production,
its price is a screaming bargain.

My near-term forecast: It’s
going to announce that it has
quietly DOUBLED its production
capacity — to 400,000 ounces per
year — and when it does, it could
double your money virtually
overnight! 

Send for your FREE copy of
Gold Stock BREAKOUT 2006 for
the full story on this amazing
opportunity!

Gold Juggernaut #4:
This Earnings Champ 
Would Be A DOUBLE

Even If It WASN’T One 
Of the Juiciest Takeover

Targets in the Entire Gold
Industry!

The fourth gold play I’ll
introduce you to in your copy of
Gold Stock BREAKOUT 2006
boasts more than 6 million ounces
of proven and probable gold
reserves …

… PLUS, it controls massive
tracts of extremely promising land
around its principle gold property,

with new exploration programs
already in full swing. 

This year, production is
expected to jump 75% to 700,000
ounces, while cash production
costs are expected to fall to $150
an ounce. No wonder consensus
estimates predict that earnings will
soar more than 250% in 2006! 

Do you think, even for a
minute, that Barrick and
Newmont haven’t noticed? HAH!
Their takeover teams are likely
already burning the midnight oil
to acquire this gem of a company!

And if I’m right, and these
two behemoths of the gold
industry go head-to-head over 
this company, you can bet your
bottom dollar that its share price
will take off like a bat out of hell!

If I’m right (and I’m
convinced that I am), the ONLY
way for you to lock in your share
of the expected profits is to buy
this stock RIGHT NOW!

There’s so much more I need
to tell you about these four
amazing stocks! I urge you: send
for your FREE copy of Gold
Stock BREAKOUT 2006 NOW!

VALUABLE BONUS OFFER: 
Let Me Show You 

5 MORE Ways to Help
Double and Redouble 
Your Money in 2006 

In The Natural Resource
Opportunity of A Lifetime! 
— A $79 Value, Absolutely

FREE!

After you’ve filled your
portfolio with my four top gold
picks for 2006, you’ll be ready for
my secrets for insulating your
wealth … and supercharging your
portfolio with OTHER natural
resource bargains that almost
invariably soar in times like these,
right along with gold.

And I’m going to help you do
just that — by immediately rushing
you your personal copy of The
Natural Resource Opportunity of
A Lifetime! — an additional $79
value, absolutely FREE!

Why? Because gold isn’t 
the only natural resource that’s
soaring now. Just about every raw
material you can name is
skyrocketing in price — and the
companies that produce them are
exploding at an even faster pace. 

Please Turn …

“These 7 new financial tsunamis have ALREADY
BEGUN — and I see NOTHING on the horizon that

could reverse a single one of them. The only question
is, WILL YOU PROFIT?

“I urge you to send for your FREE investment guide,
GOLD STOCK BREAKOUT 2006 immediately, while

supplies last. The fundamentals driving this next play
will blow your mind …”
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Think about it. There’s no such
thing as a printing press for gold,
oil, natural gas, base metals, water
… or any other natural resource we
all need for our very survival. They
don’t just materialize out of thin air.
In times like these — with demand
exploding and supplies dwindling
— immutable economic laws mean
their prices are pushed ever higher.

And throughout history, when
natural resource prices rise, the
stock of companies that produce
them soar! 

In your FREE copy of The
Natural Resource Opportunity 
of A Lifetime, I reveal 5 more
exciting opportunities to multiply
your money in my top energy
stocks … my favorite base metals
stocks … and the other natural
resource stocks I’m counting on
for massive gains.

I reveal the names of the
companies I’m recommending
now … show you why I’m
convinced that each one is
destined to spin off potential
gains of 50% … 80% … 100%
and much more in the months
ahead … and give you my
trademark strategies for
minimizing your risks while

maximizing your gains! 

PLUS, you’ll discover … 

Why economic policy 
makers are powerless to stop the
explosion in natural resource
prices now under way …

Common-sense, money-safe
strategies to profit from virtually
insatiable demands for energy,
base metals, and food in the
developing world …

How to profit from the
world’s most precious resource
— water — and from the massive
privatization trends that are
currently spider webbing their
way across the planet …

Why the fundamentals driving
gold will soon spill over heavily
into 3 other base metals … and
how you can still buy in at steep
discounts …

Why seemingly “inflated”
energy prices are actually much
lower than they should be … and
how to cash in big time on a
continued run up in oil and gas …

And much, MUCH, more! 

These concise, no-nonsense,
plain English guides, Gold Stock
BREAKOUT 2006, and The

Natural Resource Opportunity of
a Lifetime — jam packed with
insights to help you grow richer in
2006 and beyond — normally sell
for $79 each — $158 for both …

… But it’s so crucial 
that you act on these

recommendations
immediately, I’ve arranged

for you to get both of 
these revealing reports,

absolutely FREE!

Once you’ve seen and acted
on my world-beating gold and
natural resource stock recommen-
dations for 2006 — you’re going
to want a way to stay on top of
my “buy” and “sell” recommen-
dations for the next year, and
you’ll need a regular source of
specialized news, analysis and
investment commentary specif-
ically targeted to maximizing the
explosive profits available to you
right now in these markets. 

That’s why I created my REAL
WEALTH system comprised of a
full complement of powerful
moneymaking, money saving
investment tools.

When you subscribe, you’ll
get monthly issues of my REAL
WEALTH REPORT by mail —
the backbone of my Real Wealth
system.

Each issue brings you …

Unambiguous, no-nonsense,
totally objective “Buy”, “Sell”
and “Hold” signals for every
investment in your Real Wealth
portfolio — explicit investment
recommendations designed to help
you double, triple or even
quadruple your money in 2006-
2007. You’ll never see bias creep

“Gold isn’t the only natural
resource that’s soaring right
now. In these next few
pages I’ll give you 5 more
precious gifts that could
easily triple your money 
in 2006 and beyond!”
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into my stock picks … and you’ll
never be left wondering what to do.

Timely recommendations to
help you take advantage of
today’s greatest profit opportu-
nities, whenever and wherever
they arise — My REAL
WEALTH system is kind of like a
giant aircraft carrier designed to get
you through even the roughest seas
with world-class safety. And as
you’ll soon see, it gives you the
tools, the power and the resources
to weather the roughest economic
storms and get your wealth safely
through.

Every month, I employ a
veritable “strike force” of
proprietary fundamental, timing
and market-psychology indicators
to guide me to the most exciting
emerging moneymaking opportu-
nities available — and I give you
simple strategies for profiting
from each one.

And I make it all easy for you.
No trading jargon — just simple-
to-follow instructions, always in
plain English. Plus clear, easy-to-
understand rationale behind each
recommendation … so you’ll feel
supremely confident investing
your hard-earned money.

PLUS, You Get FREE Access
To the REAL WEALTH Web

Site And Many of the World’s
Most Powerful Money
Making Tools 24 Hours 

A Day, 365 Days A Year!

Today’s markets move
quickly. No need to wait for my
commentary on major world
events. Just log on to my
members-only website with your
private password, and watch my
updates in real time … And while
you’re there, be sure to …

d Review my latest forecasts
on gold … oil and energy … base
metals … grains and agriculture
… and the unique high potential
investment opportunities I’ve
identified for you with the very
best risk/reward ratios …

d Track your REAL
WEALTH portfolio online, with
real time share price updates …
instantaneous profit/loss
tabulation … and complete
inventory of your REAL
WEALTH holdings … plus
single click access to market
volume, charts and news on
each investment …

d Take advantage of the

complete archive of REAL
WEALTH REPORT back issues
… market commentary annals …
and historic records of my daily
question and answer sessions with
YOU and your fellow subscribers
… plus my comprehensive
INVESTOR UNIVERSITY of
helpful tips and tricks for making
your assets work harder …

d And much, MUCH, more!

Other investment websites
charge up to $19 a month … $228
a year — but as a REAL WEALTH
member, they’re yours FREE!

You ALSO Get URGENT
FLASH ALERTS by Email Or
First-Class Mail Whenever

Events Warrant!

My crack team of analysts and
I are constantly tracking the
markets so you don’t have to. 

Whenever there’s a major
development in the natural
resource sector or other key
markets … on the world’s
geopolitical stage … or when I
smell blood and it’s time to take
profits in your REAL WEALTH
PORTFOLIO, I’ll send you an

Please Turn …

24 BIG monthly 
issues of 

REAL WEALTH REPORT!
A $378 value 

for just $189!

SAVE UP TO

$189
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URGENT ALERT by either email,
or First-Class Mail (your choice).

This lightning-fast response
to the constantly changing
investment landscape gives you
the edge you need to keep your
money safe, saves you time,
AND maximizes your gains!

Thousands of savvy investors
like you have already discovered
the investment world’s best kept
secret … and helped themselves
to truly satisfying gains in natural
resources with REAL WEALTH
REPORT.

Join Me Now 
And My Entire REAL WEALTH

SYSTEM Is Yours for 
Less Than $.27 A Day! 

Normally, a 1-year
subscription to my remarkable

REAL WEALTH system is a
bargain at $189, but you don’t
pay that. For a limited time, join
me for just $99, and save $90 off
the regular 1-year subscription
price — PLUS receive your
personal copies of GOLD Stock
Breakout 2006, and The Natural
Resource Opportunity of A
Lifetime … A $158 value,
absolutely FREE!

Want an even better value?
Here’s how …

Join me for two years, and
instead of paying the already low
regular 2-year subscription price of
$378, invest just $189. Get two
years for the price of one! PLUS,
get 2 more valuable bonus
reports worth an additional
$158, absolutely FREE! 

Bonus Gift #3 — 
Asian Resource Dynamos

Say “natural resource stocks,”
and the average American investor
thinks of the big U.S. natural
resource companies. Companies
like ExxonMobil, ConocoPhillips,
and Freeport McMoRan.

Nothing wrong with that, but
I’m going to let you in one of the
best kept secrets I’ve discovered
in my world travels …

Some of the HOTTEST,
highest growth opportunities
are in Asia!

I’ve just finished a brand new
special report called “Asian
Natural Resource Dynamos” to
give you a nice overview
including fourteen more
blistering HOT stock
recommendations to make a
killing on right now.

The growth potential in 
China, India, Thailand, Myanmar,
Vietnam, and Indonesia staggers
the imagination …

All of these countries are
booming and bustling, driving
voracious demand for nearly
every natural resource known to
man. You name it, they need it
… and LOTS more of it badly!

These economies, (particularly
China) are flush with cash and
desperately pouring billions of
dollars into natural resource
exploration and production to
accommodate over 40% of the
world’s population, currently
woefully underserved … and
billions more into importing what
they can’t produce themselves.

If you’d like a tasty bite of

FREE access to the 
REAL WEALTH web site and
many of the world’s most
powerful money making

tools 24 hours a day, 
365 days a year!

A 
$456 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!

FLASH ALERTS 
by email or 

First-Class Mail 
whenever events 

warrant!
YOURS 
FREE!



those billions being spent on
resources, then you’ve got to
follow the money and stake your
claim in the best companies it’s
flowing to …

These companies have been
largely ignored by American
investors. They remain virtually
undiscovered — even though they
offer obscene upside potential.

That’s why it’s so critical you
obtain this special report
immediately to take advantage of
the wild surge in share values
that’s taking place right now …
before mainstream investors pick
up the scent.

Here’s just a small sampling
of what you’ll discover in this late
breaking report …

d How to successfully invest in
a select handful of elite
Asian resource stocks quietly
flying under Wall Street’s
radar — each uniquely poised
to soar with explosive gains
this year … 

d Uncover one of Asia’s hottest
energy stocks and put your
portfolio on steroids … its
share price already rocketed
up some 300% since early
2002 and its healthy revenues
will keep feasting on China’s
oil boom buffet for years to
come … 

d How to claim your private
stake in the world’s natural
resources all with just one
sizzling stock — pyramiding
over 1,200% in the last 20
years and jumping another
48% last year …

d Play your own award-
winning role in “The

Napoleon of China’s Oil
Patch” as you privately grab
your piece of this Asian
energy juggernaut that’s
methodically devouring global
oil wells — its shares soared
366% since 2001 and it’s not
even intermission yet …

d How to cement easy double-
digit gains from China’s
building boom with this solid
stock “down under” — as it
revamps storm ravaged towns
and caters to the Asian
economic explosion …

d 5 reasons why your bank
account’s about to surge
from this super-charged
Chinese power plant
headquartered in Beijing …

d How to buy foreign natural
resource stocks with an ADR
— and how to know which of
the three ADR levels will hand
you the quickest, easiest and
most profitable returns …

d Jump on Japan’s profit
wagon with this virtually
debt-free gem that doesn’t
mind getting its hands dirty
making double-digit gains
from farm equipment to
sewage pipes — it’s been
bullish since 1998 and its
stock zoomed another 68%

from last year with no end in
sight …

d And much, MUCH MORE!

Bonus Gift #4 — 
The Smart Investor’s Guide
to Precious Metals Profits

As a 2-year member, you also
get my Smart Investor’s Guide to
Precious Metals Profits, by far
the hardest working, money saving
tool for precious metals investing.

Here are just a few of the
invaluable secrets you have at
your fingertips within the pages of
this priceless roadmap to precious
metals profits …

d How to find a precious
metals dealer you can
TRUST. PLUS, a simple
“acid test” that will help you
quickly and accurately
evaluate any bullion coin offer
you receive, avoiding hidden
charges … conflicts of interest
… and outright fraud … 

d What NEVER to do when
buying oil, silver, or
platinum bullion. 13 ways to
avoid a common trap that
many bullion investors fall
into, allowing you to gain the
upper hand when dealing with
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Please Turn …

Send now for ASIAN
RESOURCE DYNAMOS, your
ultimate Pacific Rim natural

resource profit guide,
including 14 blistering 

HOT stock picks for 2006 …

A 
$79 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!



bullion dealers …

d How to save BIG money in
taxes when buying gold
coins and bullion. This
simple delivery and storage
detail, unknown to most
numismatic and bullion
investors, boosts your real
return substantially …

d How to detect and avoid
counterfeit gold bullion. Few
people consider the problem
of counterfeits, yet literally
millions of counterfeit gold
coins were produced in the
1950s, 1960s, and 1970s, and
it’s still a problem today …

d What bullion dealers almost
always conveniently neglect
to tell you, and how to SAVE
THOUSANDS on your
bullion purchases. A dirty
little secret — that once
exposed — gives you an
almost unfair advantage over
other numismatic investors …

d PLUS, you get my
proprietary BULLION
DEALER REVIEWS to
help ensure all your
transactions are safe,
convenient, and hassle free!
I’ll point you to my trusted

sources for coins and bars,
saving you countless hours of
exhaustive research …

d And MUCH, much more!

Here’s a quick summary of
what you get during this

time limited special offer …

d 24 BIG monthly issues of
REAL WEALTH REPORT
… (A $378 Value, just $189,
You Save Half!)

d 2 full years of 24-hour
password protected access to
my private REAL WEALTH
website and investment tools
… (A $456 Value, FREE!) 

d 24 full months of REAL
WEALTH FLASH ALERTS
— to take profits on stocks
recommended in Real
Wealth (Priceless) … 

d PLUS, you get my 4 latest
moneymaking, money saving
investment guides, Gold
Stock BREAKOUT 2006 …
The Natural Resource
Opportunity of A Lifetime …
Asian Resource Dynamos …
and The Smart Investor’s
Guide to Precious Metals
Profits! (An additional $316
Value, absolutely FREE!)

That’s a Very Real $961 
in FREE Money-Making 
Tools and Savings … 

But Don’t Decide Now … 
Put Me to the Test,
And Then Decide!

Don’t decide now. There’s
plenty of time for that. Just call
TOLL FREE 1-800-604-3649
right now and my friendly staff
will rush you your FREE guides,
the current monthly issue of
REAL WEALTH REPORT, plus
your welcome package and online
passwords.

As soon as you’ve got your
private personal password, log on
to my private site, and plug my
open recommendations into the
convenient REAL WEALTH asset
tracker, and watch what happens. 

Paper trade with your mock
portfolio until you’re convinced
you’re stark raving out of your
mind for not investing real money. 

My Sacred 
Contract With You

You must be positively giddy
with excitement over the profits
you’re earning with my REAL
WEALTH SYSTEM — or I don’t
want your money. If you’re not,
just let me know, and I’ll
promptly and cheerfully refund
every penny you paid during the
trial period. No questions asked,
and no hard feelings.

If you’re unhappy for any
reason with my REAL WEALTH
SYSTEM, you can cancel anytime
during the first 30 days of your
membership for a full refund, or
anytime thereafter for a refund on
all un-mailed issues. In either
case, all the materials I send you,
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Send now for the 
Smart Investor’s Guide to

PRECIOUS METALS PROFITS.
Your complete, step-by step

guide to getting the very
best deals on gold 

coins and bullion …

A 
$79 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!
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including the $316 in FREE
investment guides, are yours to
keep as my gift to you for giving
REAL WEALTH a fair try.

The absolute worst thing that
could happen is you’ll come out
$316 ahead. And chances are
you’ll be laughing all the way to
the bank while the mega trends
I’ve identified in this report make
you up to 3 times richer! 

What could be fairer than that?

MARK MY WORDS:
If You Don’t ACT on This

Exciting Opportunity NOW,
You’ll Be Kicking Yourself

For Years to Come!

In our short time together, I’ve
introduced you to not 1, but 7
financial tsunamis. Seven powerful
and virtually unstoppable forces
that are destined to propel gold
through the ever lovin’ roof in
2006-2007.

I’ve shown you why I’m
absolutely convinced the
combination of shrinking supplies
and exploding demand will triple
the price of gold in the foreseeable
future … and why $1,000 gold is
a virtual certainty THIS YEAR!

PLUS, I’ve named my #1 gold
profit play for 2006, and offered
you an astonishing array of
additional FREE investment guides

to maximize your gains. I’ve done
this for one simple reason. I DO
NOT want you to miss out on this
once in a lifetime opportunity.

I’ve been around the markets
for nearly three decades. And I
have never — EVER — been
more bullish on gold than I am 
at this very moment!

Heck, even if I’m only half
right about these forecasts, the
takeover plays I’ve got in store for
you could still easily hand you
profits that will make even your
best friends green with envy, and
have you smiling ear to ear. 

And that’s without one bit of
leverage. With limited risk
investments that give you leverage
(which I’ll introduce you to when
you’re on board), you have the
opportunity to multiply your take
by a factor of 10 or even more!

You can see I work hard for
my members. I’ve done
everything I can to make REAL
WEALTH the easiest … simplest
… and most rewarding way to
lock in massive natural resource
gains in 2006-2007. Now it’s up
to you.

I urge you: DO NOT delay 
—Call TOLL FREE, 1-800-604-
3649 RIGHT NOW, and start
your risk free-trial today!

Sincerely,

Larry Edelson
Editor, REAL WEALTH REPORT

P.S. While quantities last, I’m also
including my comprehensive
ENERGY WINDFALL profit
guide, as an additional fast
response bonus. Yet another $79
value, absolutely FREE! But you
must reply immediately by phone.

ENERGY WINDFALL 
gives you the full scoop on 
global oil supply and demand
dynamics, plus my 5 golden rules
for valuating energy stocks and
identifying hot profit opportunities. 

The fundamentals that are
driving gold right now are also
impacting the energy markets big
time. So I’ve named 7 explosive
energy stocks that are set to go
ballistic in the months ahead right
along with gold … plus warned
you about 5 energy stock losers.
Stocks that plenty of investors
own, but no one should.

The gold and energy markets
could spike again any time. I urge
you, call 1-800-604-3649 right
now, and stake your claim!

“Knowing what’s next gives you 
a tremendous advantage over other investors,

but only if you act on that knowledge …”

Claim all FOUR FREE INVESTMENT GUIDES
— A $316 VALUE — TODAY!
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Join me for TWO years — and get $961 worth of savings,
my highly acclaimed investment guides, and America’s most
powerful moneymaking, money saving tools — FREE!

A 
$456 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!

YOURS 
FREE!

My Unconditional Money-Back Guarantee
You must be positively giddy

with excitement over the
profits you’re earning with my
REAL WEALTH SYSTEM — 
or I don’t want your money. If
you’re not, just let me know, and
I’ll promptly and cheerfully refund
every penny you paid during the
trial period. No questions asked,
and no hard feelings.

Use the enclosed risk-free trial
request or dial TOLL FREE 
1-800-604-3649 … join me now …

and I’ll rush you your FREE
investment guides, your current
issue of REAL WEALTH 
REPORT and your private
unlimited VIP pass code to all 
of the powerful online resources 
I told you about.

If you’re unhappy for any reason
with my REAL WEALTH SYSTEM,
you can cancel anytime during the
first 30 days of your membership for
a full refund, or anytime thereafter
for a refund on all un-mailed issues.

In either case, all the materials I send
you — including the FREE bonus
reports — are yours to keep 
as my gift to you for giving REAL
WEALTH a fair try.

Put me to the test, and then decide!

Sincerely,

Larry Edelson
Editor, REAL WEALTH REPORT

A 
$79 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!

A 
$79 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!

Best Value! Your Complete NATURAL 
RESOURCE PROFITS Library:

SAVE UP TO

$189

A 
$79 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!

A 
$79 VALUE
YOURS 
FREE!
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Card #:

Signature:

Full Name (please print):

Respond NOW by dialing 
TOLL FREE 1-800-604-3649 
and you’ll also receive this 

valuable EARLY BIRD bonus.

My complete 
guide to ENERGY 
WINDFALL profits, designed to 
help you protect and grow your
wealth in these troubled times!

In your free copy of ENERGY
WINDFALL, I give you complete
mastery of this great profit
opportunity, including my secret
strategies for identifying the biggest
winners and maximizing your gains
… PLUS, I name 7 more stocks you
simply must snap up to lock in
stunning profit potential in the
months ahead … AND give you the
names of 5 oil stock dogs you
shouldn’t touch with a ten-foot pole!

Other investors have already paid
$79 for this power packed, compre-
hensive guide to explosive energy
profits, but it’s yours FREE if you
call right now.

Quantities of this 
valuable guide are 
limited. I urge you 
to call TOLL-FREE 
1-800-604-3649 

RIGHT AWAY to avoid
disappointment!

BEST VALUE: Please sign me up for the 2-year membership 
at the half-price introductory rate of just $189. I SAVE $189 and get

unlimited access to your REAL WEALTH SYSTEM, including 24 months
of REAL WEALTH REPORT by mail … 24 months of FREE access to the
REAL WEALTH password protected website (A $456 Value) …
and 24 months of FLASH ALERTS.

PLUS, be sure to include the $316-worth of investment guides, including … 
d Gold Stock BREAKOUT 2006 … 
d The Natural Resource Opportunity of a Lifetime …
d Asian Resource Dynamos, and 
d The Smart Investor’s Guide to Precious Metals Profits!

That’s a total of $961 worth of discounts and FREE gifts!

GREAT VALUE: I’d rather start with the 1-year introductory rate of just $99.
I SAVE $90 and get unlimited access to your REAL WEALTH SYSTEM,

including 12 months of REAL WEALTH REPORT by mail … 12 months
of FREE access to the REAL WEALTH password protected website 
(A $228 Value) … and 12 months of FLASH ALERTS.

PLUS, be sure to include the $158-worth of investment guides, including … 
d Gold Stock BREAKOUT 2006 … and
d The Natural Resource Opportunity of a Lifetime!

With that understanding, here are the details you need 
to start my risk-free trial. I can’t wait to get started:

Please select your preferred payment method:
Enclosed is my check/money order payable 
to “REAL WEALTH REPORT” for: $_____________

Please bill my (check one):

YES LARRY! Put me on your list of natural resource insiders — PLUS, lead me to
outstanding short-term profits in your very best gold stock plays for 2006!

I understand that I must be thrilled with my 30-day REAL WEALTH trial, or I can cancel for a full refund.
Furthermore, if I’m not blown away by the profits I’m making at anytime thereafter, I can cancel for a 
refund on the unused portion of my membership.

Card #: Expires:

Mailing Address:

City: State: Zip:

Daytime Telephone #:

Email Address for ezine:

RISK-FREE TRIAL REQUEST

Please return this entire page in
the postage-paid envelope to:

REAL WEALTH REPORT
15430 Endeavor Drive

Jupiter, FL • 33478

YOURS 
FREE!



REAL WEALTH REPORT
15430 Endeavour Drive
Jupiter, Florida • 33478

THE STRAIGHT ANSWERS YOU WON’T FIND ON WALL STREET …

THE NEXT BIG 
MOVE in GOLD!

7 financial tsunamis signal …

Hard-hitting independent research from internationally
renowned natural resource analyst Larry Edelson!

… AND MUCH MORE!

d … Will foreign investors and central
banks flee the greenback, sparking
the next big run up in gold, or has
the dollar decimation run its course?

d … What’s in store for federal 
budget deficits? Will Washington
spendthrifts continue to rule the
roost?

d … Is the trade imbalance really a
problem? What profit opportunities
does it represent for gold investors?

d … What’s the real story on inflation
… beyond the CPI numbers? What
are the implications for gold? 

d … Are current geo-political trends
already factored into the price of
bullion?

d … Will China be forced to diversify
some of its currency reserves in
2006-2007, and how much of that
money will make its way into the
gold markets?

PLUS, REVEALED INSIDE:

d How to buy all the gold you want at a 97% DISCOUNT — just $15 per ounce! 
d 3 MORE ways to multiply your money as gold prices soar!

THE NEXT BIG 
MOVE in GOLD!
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